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Computing in the last decade has been characterized by the rise of data-intensive scalable computing (DISC) systems. In particular, recent years have witnessed a rapid growth in the popularity of fast analytics systems. These systems exemplify a trend where queries that previously involved batch-processing (e.g., running a MapReduce job) on a massive amount of data, are increasingly expected to be answered in near real-time with low latency. This dissertation addresses the problem that existing designs for various components used in the software stack for DISC systems do not meet the requirements demanded by fast analytics applications. In this work, we focus specifically on two components:

1. Key-value storage: Recent work has focused primarily on supporting reads with high throughput and low latency. However, fast analytics applications require that new data entering the system (e.g., new web-pages crawled, currently trending topics) be quickly made available to queries and analysis codes. This means that along with supporting reads efficiently, these systems must also support writes with high throughput, which current systems fail to do. In the first part of this work, we solve this problem by proposing a new key-value storage system – called the WriteBuffer (WB) Tree – that provides up to $30 \times$ higher write performance and similar read performance compared to current high-performance systems.

2. GroupBy-Aggregate: Fast analytics systems require support for fast, incremental aggregation of data for with low-latency access to results. Existing techniques are memory-inefficient and do not support incremental aggregation
efficiently when aggregate data overflows to disk. In the second part of this dissertation, we propose a new data structure called the Compressed Buffer Tree (CBT) to implement memory-efficient in-memory aggregation. We also show how the WB Tree can be modified to support efficient disk-based aggregation.
CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem

Recent years have witnessed a rapid growth in the popularity of fast analytics systems. These systems require real-time processing of high-volume data streams. For example, Twitter’s real-time search targets making a tweet searchable within 10s of creation [26], and Google’s Percolator [87] decreased the average age of documents in the search index by a factor of 100 by enabling incremental updates to the index. The focus on low latency necessitates re-designing the underlying software stack.

In this dissertation, we focus on two important abstractions that have emerged among the primary building blocks used to build systems for data-intensive computing: (a) key-value storage and retrieval – implement a dictionary data structure, allowing arbitrary values to be associated with keys, and queried by key, and (b) GroupBy-Aggregate – given a set of records, partition the records into groups according to some key, and execute a user-defined aggregation function on each group. Key-value storage is used in a variety of domains including: e-commerce [41], photo storage [20] and caching [5]. GroupBy-Aggregate is used both in batch-processing models like MapReduce [39], and Dryad [62], and in stream-processing systems [11, 10, 68].

However, the increasing popularity of fast analytics systems imposes new and unique demands on these systems. In the case of key-value stores, earlier key-value stores mainly targeted two categories of workloads: low-latency workloads that were typically read-intensive, such as those enabled by memcached [5], and latency-insensitive workloads that allowed efficient batch insertion, such as non-realtime analytics or the earlier versions of Google’s MapReduce-based indexing. To support
fast-analytics workloads, key-value storage systems must ingest incoming data at a high rate as well as allow analysis codes and/or front-ends to query this data. Thus, handling write-heavy interactive workloads is becoming increasingly important for key-value stores. For example, at Yahoo!, typical key-value store workloads have transitioned from being 80-90\% reads in 2010 to only 50\% reads in 2012 [94]. The first part of the dissertation focuses on write-optimized techniques for key-value stores.

In the case of GroupBy-Aggregate, high-throughput, incremental aggregation is required by fast analytics runtimes. Existing systems typically use hashtables to store intermediate aggregate data. However, existing techniques for aggregation are: (a) memory-inefficient (i.e. memory required per unique key in aggregate data is high) and (b) techniques to overflow aggregate state to secondary storage such as external sorting [39] and hybrid hashing [43] are unsuitable for incremental aggregation. The second part of the dissertation focuses on techniques to solve both problems.

Moreover, this dissertation makes the important insight that the techniques required to build write-optimized key-value storage systems and fast, resource-efficient aggregators are similar. In particular, buffering, used in the context of log-structured systems, is an important technique that enables both systems.

1.2 Thesis Statement

Key-value storage systems and aggregators are important components of fast analytics systems. This dissertation unites these problems and claims that buffering is a powerful, common technique that allows key-value stores, as well as aggregators, to be implemented with high performance and efficiency in terms of (bytes of) memory required and disk bandwidth.
1.3 Thesis Overview

Distributed key-value stores such as BigTable [28] and Cassandra [67] use a cluster of machines, each running a single-node data store. The performance of these single-node data stores is a significant factor in deciding overall system performance. The Log-Structured Merge (LSM) Tree has emerged as the data structure of choice in implementing these systems. However, the LSM Tree inefficiently uses available storage bandwidth. In the first part of this dissertation, we apply the technique of buffering to the problem of building a single-node, write-optimized disk-based key-value store. Our key-value store—the WriteBuffer (WB) Tree—uses buffering to perform disk I/O efficiently resulting in up to $30\times$-higher write performance compared to LSM Tree-based key-value stores, while providing comparable read performance (using 1-2 I/Os per read using 1-2B per key of memory for indexing).

In the second part of this dissertation, we describe the design, implementation and evaluation of the Compressed Buffer Tree (CBT) — a new in-memory implementation of the GroupBy-Aggregate abstraction that not only supports high-throughput aggregation, but also stores the aggregated data efficiently in memory. The CBT uses compression to reduce memory consumption; to prevent overly-frequent compression and decompression from impacting performance, it uses buffering coupled with lazy aggregation. The CBT consumes between 21-42% less memory compared to state-of-the-art hashtable-based aggregators. Next, for datasets where the available memory is insufficient, we extend the CBT to spill its contents to secondary storage such as hard disks or SSD.

1.4 Contributions

This dissertation makes the following contributions:

- **Write-Optimized Key-Value Store**: We introduce a new write-optimized
data structure called the WB Tree which provides up to $30\times$ higher write performance than a popular LSM Tree implementation: LevelDB.

- **Memory-efficient GroupBy-Aggregate**: We introduce the Compressed Buffer Tree (CBT), a data structure for stand-alone, memory-efficient GroupBy-Aggregate written in C++; the CBT seeks to reduce memory consumption through compression. To reduce the number of compression/decompression operations (for high performance), the CBT leverages the buffer tree data structure.

- **I/O-efficient External GroupBy-Aggregate**: We modify the WriteBuffer Tree to implement an I/O-efficient aggregator. Unlike the CBT, this aggregator supports random access to partially aggregated results at any time during aggregation.

1.5 **Organization**

The remainder of the dissertation is structured as follows: Chapter 2 explains the trends that motivate this dissertation; in Chapter 3, we describe the WriteBuffer (WB) Tree, a write-optimized key-value store; in Chapter 4, we demonstrate how techniques used in the WB Tree can be applied to the GroupBy-Aggregate problem. In Chapters 5 and 6, we describe our solutions to in-memory and external aggregation, and finally, we discuss related work in Chapter 7, and conclude with future work in Chapter 8.
CHAPTER II

TRENDS

2.1 Growth of Fast Analytics Systems

Recent years have witnessed a strong interest in the development of systems that can perform analysis with low latency on massive amounts of data in a scalable and fault-tolerant fashion. For example, being able to search “tweets” (short 140-character messages sent by users to their “followers”) in a real-time fashion on Twitter has exciting possibilities. In many news-worthy events, such as the covert mission to capture Osama Bin Laden in 2011 [3], tweets relating to the event appeared on Twitter much before being covered by conventional news organizations. The desire for the ability to search and analyze tweets shortly after being produced led to the development of Earlybird [26], a system that allows tweets to be made searchable less than 10s after being produced. Social media, including Facebook “like” streams and uploaded Youtube videos, along with real-time stock market data and sensor data remain drivers for this growth.

The need to reflect newly-produced data in search results also motivated the development of Percolator [87], a system used at Google for processing incremental updates to a large dataset (e.g., a web index). Before Percolator, whenever a portion of the Web was recrawled, the indexing system had to run a series of batch (e.g., MapReduce) jobs on the recrawled pages as well as the entire existing repository because of links between old and new pages. Not only does this approach increase the average age of pages in the index, but updating the index in this fashion is wasteful because the time for each update is dependent on the total index size rather than the number of new pages crawled. Percolator solved this problem by incrementally
updating large datasets, such as the web index, resulting in the capability of more frequent updates; for the web index, this resulted in a decrease of more than two orders of magnitude in the average document age in the index.

Many systems also make the observation that much of the “big data” that is created is most valuable for a short duration after creation (e.g. monitoring data). Thus, a need to analyze “data in motion”, rather than “data at rest” in a repository has motivated a mainstream resurgence in interest in streaming systems. Among recent systems, Spark Streaming [106] treats streaming computations as a series of batch computations on small time intervals. It does not replicate data for fault tolerance; instead, data is recovered by tracking the lineage of operations used to build it. Muppet [68] aims to provide a MapReduce-like interface to analyze fast data. Continuous Bulk Processing (CBP) [76], Comet [59] and Spark [105] also provide incremental processing by running new MapReduce jobs on new data; they allow the base repository to be accessed randomly while only mapping new data.

2.2 Fast Analytics Systems are Stateful

An important difference between batch-processing paradigms, such as MapReduce and Dryad, and fast analytics systems is that the latter provide expressive ways to maintain and access state, whereas the former usually limit straightforward access to state. For example, Percolator improves indexing performance precisely because it maintains the current index as state, and allows freshly-crawled pages to be integrated into already-stored state; previously, the index and new pages were simply used as read-only input to generate a completely new index.

An important characteristic of these systems is that, because they are stateful, they use a storage service, implicitly or explicitly, to store this state. The storage service can have varying requirements, depending on the specific system, with respect to
consistency model, fault tolerance etc. For example, Percolator requires a storage service that provides replication with strong consistency support; for its storage service it extends BigTable with distributed transactions for stronger consistency guarantees. The storage service can be either tightly coupled with the system runtime (e.g., Spark Streaming) or pluggable (Yahoo!'s S4). Structurally, it typically consists of per-node database or tablet servers [28, 97], along with a distribution components that manages replication, consistency and availability etc. Generally, the tablet servers must support queries and inserts with high throughput and low latency.

Secondly, many of these systems include a stateful online aggregation [60] component. To support low-latency queries that need to aggregate stored data, aggregation cannot be performed on-the-fly on stored data; instead, aggregate results are pre-computed. For example, Muppet [68] is a stream-processing system that presents a MapReduce-like interface to process streaming data; it allows online aggregation in the form of user-defined update functions that maintain summaries of data in queryable structures called slates. Spark Streaming also provides capabilities for incremental aggregation over sliding windows [106].

In this work, we specifically consider designs for the storage and aggregation components.

2.3 DRAM is an increasingly precious resource

In this section, we elucidate our reasons for focusing on memory efficiency in this dissertation. Firstly, we explain how the recent rise of fast analytics systems is renewing interest in processing in main memory. There has been increased interest in using memory-based processing for low latency for data center applications. These techniques include caching [5, 86], storage of metadata in memory to limiting the worst-case number of I/Os [72, 18], database joins [25] etc. Many of these systems are limited by memory capacity and memory-efficient designs of these systems can
Table 1: Amazon EC2 proportional resource costs for April 2012.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EC2 Instance type (size)</th>
<th>Percentage of hourly cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. (S)</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. (L)</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hi-Mem. (XL)</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hi-CPU (M)</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

process larger datasets in available memory.

In Section 2.3.1, we provide a cost model based on analysis of Amazon EC2 prices to demonstrate that memory remains an expensive component to purchase and power. Finally, in Section 2.3.2, we present evidence to show that the gap between CPU and memory capacities in future systems is projected to increase; this trend motivates techniques such as compression that use CPU to save memory.

2.3.1 Cost of DRAM

To construct a cost model for different resources, we use publicly available data from Amazon EC2. By considering the hourly costs of different VM instances on EC2, along with the amount of resources available in each instance, we can estimate the proportional resource costs for each instance. Our analysis of resource costs in Amazon EC2 from April’12 in Table 1 shows that for most EC2 instances, memory costs already dominate. In other words, with Amazon’s standard configurations, it is far cheaper to double the CPU capacity than to double the memory capacity. We detail the analysis used in Section 5.5.2.1.

2.3.2 Increasing CPU-memory gap

In additional to the high cost of DRAM, several reports suggest that this cost of memory (vs. compute) is likely to grow in the future. As one example, Lim et al. project that the gap between the number of cores and memory capacity per socket will continue growing (Figure 1), effectively decreasing the amount of memory available
2.1 INTRODUCTION

The increasing core-counts in modern high performance systems requires that the memory system must scale in capacity in order to accommodate the working set of the programs on all the processors. For several decades, DRAM has been the building block of the main memories of computer systems. However, with the increasing size of the memory system, a significant portion of the total system power and the total system cost is spent in the memory system. Furthermore, scaling DRAM to small feature sizes is becoming a challenge, which is causing the DRAM technology to shrink at a slower rate than the logic technology. Figure 2.1 compares the trend for on-chip core counts with respect to DRAM DIMM capacity (redrawn from Lim [80]). The processor line shows the projected trend of cores per socket, while the DRAM line shows the projected trend of capacity per socket, given DRAM density growth and DIMM per channel decline.

![Figure 2.1: Trends leading towards the memory capacity wall. (Figure adapted from [80].)](image)

If the trends continue, the growing imbalance between supply and demand may lead to memory capacity per core dropping by 30% every two years, particularly for commodity solutions. If per core [74]. As another example, while most of the current Top 10 Supercomputers are in the 0.1-0.5 bytes/flop range [23], predictions for exascale computers include 32-64PB of memory [96, 98], leading to a $100\times$ decrease in the available bytes/flop. This means that techniques that are able to reduce memory usage, at the cost of increased CPU usage without impacting performance are increasingly beneficial.

2.4 Looking Ahead

In Section 2.2, we showed that a key-value storage service is an integral part of a runtime of a fast analytics system. Further, the performance of a distributed key-value store depends significantly on the performance of the per-node store (or the tablet server). In the next chapter, we focus on the design of the per-node store, and show that the key characteristics of a storage service are (a) supporting inserts with high throughput and low latency, (b) supporting gets with high throughput and low latency, and (c) low memory requirements per key. We show that existing solutions fail to meet these requirements and present a new store called the WriteBuffer (WB) Tree.
CHAPTER III

WRITE-OPTIMIZED KEY-VALUE STORE

The WriteBuffer (WB) Tree is a new write-optimized data structure that can be used to implement per-node storage in unordered key-value stores. By providing nearly 30× higher write performance compared to current high-performance key-value stores, while providing comparable read performance (1-2 I/Os per read using 1-2B per key of memory), the WB Tree addresses the needs of a class of increasingly popular write-intensive workloads. The WB Tree provides faster writes than the Log-Structured Merge (LSM) Tree that is used in many current high-performance key-value stores. It achieves this by replacing compactions in LSM Trees, which are I/O-intensive, with light-weight spills and splits, along with other techniques.

3.1 Introduction

Earlier key-value stores targeted two categories of workloads: low-latency workloads that were typically read-intensive, such as those enabled by memcached, and latency-insensitive workloads that allowed efficient batch insertion, such as non-realtime analytics or the earlier versions of Google’s MapReduce-based indexing. However, the increasing demand for real-time results breaks these models. Twitter’s real-time search makes a tweet searchable 10s after creation [26]. Google’s Percolator [87] and Continuous Bulk Processing (CBP) [76] also seek to perform incremental updates to large datasets (e.g. web search indexes) efficiently (i.e., without having to run a large MapReduce job). To support such functionality, key-value storage systems must ingest incoming data at a high rate as well as allow analysis codes and/or front-ends to query this data. Therefore, handling write-heavy interactive workloads is becoming increasingly important for key-value stores. For example, at Yahoo!, typical key-value
store workloads have transitioned from being 80-90% reads in 2010 to only 50% reads in 2012 [94].

In this chapter, we present a new write-optimized data structure, the WriteBuffer (WB) Tree, that provides more than an order higher write performance than other state-of-the-art write-optimized stores while also supporting random access queries. For comparison, to write 64B records, the WB-Tree provides nearly $7 \times$ the write throughput of LevelDB [52] along with equal or better read performance.

In previous work, two data structures are popular choices for implementing single-node data stores and databases: B+ Trees are used in systems more similar to conventional databases (e.g. BerkeleyDB [84]). The Log-Structured Merge (LSM) Tree [85], however, has emerged as the data structure of choice in single-node storage for many “NoSQL” systems. Systems in which the per-node storage is provided by an LSM variant include HBase [1], Hyperdex [46], PNUTS [36, 94], BigTable [28], and Cassandra [67].

The B+ Tree is used when low-latency reads are required. Reads from a B+ Tree typically require a single I/O from disk (by caching the frequently-accessed higher levels in memory). Its drawback is that updates to existing keys are performed by writing the new data in place which leads to poor performance due to many small, random writes to disk. The LSM Tree avoids this by performing disk I/O in bulk. It organizes data into multiple, successively larger components (or levels); the first component is in-memory and the rest are on disk. When a component becomes full, data is moved to the succeeding component by performing a compaction. Compactions ensure that each component contains at most one copy of any key\(^1\). Unlike B+ Tree reads, which only check one location on disk, an LSM Tree read might check all components. By protecting components with in-memory filters [52, 94], LSM Trees

---

\(^1\)Some LSM Tree implementations (e.g. LevelDB) relax this constraint for the first disk-based component for faster inserts.
can provide reads that mostly require only one disk I/O per read.

The drawback of an LSM tree is that its compactions are very I/O-intensive (§3.2.3). Briefly, if \( M = \frac{\text{size of component } i + 1}{\text{size of component } i} \), a compaction performs \( 2 \cdot M \cdot B \) bytes of I/O to compact \( B \) bytes of data from component \( i \) to \( i+1 \). Since ongoing compactions can stall writes, this can lead to low and bursty write throughput.

WB Trees are a new unordered data structure that make two main improvements over LSM Trees. First, WB Trees replace compactions with cheaper primitives called spills and splits. This relaxes the constraint in LSM Trees that a component can contain at most one copy of each key. This relaxation provides a significant increase in write throughput, as explained in §3.3.2.

The second improvement is a technique called fast-splitting. Compactions have two objectives: (a) they ensure that no future compaction becomes very expensive (because compactions can block inserts); and (b), they reclaim disk space by deleting outdated records. The nature of the compaction is such that it cannot separate the two objectives. Instead, fast-splitting allows separate mechanisms to be used for (a) and (b). Fast-splitting allows the more expensive but less critical garbage collection to run less frequently. This provides higher and less-bursty write throughput, in exchange for using additional disk space, as explained in §3.3.3.

At a high level, the B+ Tree, LSM Tree and WB Tree approaches can be viewed as occupying a spectrum of increasing write performance as well as increasing degrees of freedom in the location of a given record on disk. A consequence of this is that a naive implementation of random reads in WB Trees can result in very poor performance (owing to more locations to search).

As a solution, after considering various alternatives (§3.3.4), we adopt a technique also used by some LSM Tree implementations [52, 94] and protect each possible location using in-memory Bloom filters. During a read, the filter for each possible location is tested first, and only positive tests result in I/Os. This allows the WB Tree
to use just 1-2 I/Os per read, providing similar throughput and latency as LSM-Tree reads, with a memory overhead of about 1-2B/key. Thus, when ordered access to keys is not required, the WB Tree can replace the LSM Tree because it achieves similar read latencies and throughput while offering significantly higher write throughput.

The WB Tree is unordered, in that it does not store keys in lexicographical order. Instead, keys are stored in order of hashes of keys. While this decision improves write performance (by avoiding expensive string comparisons) and simplifies index design, the WB Tree only supports random read queries.

More concretely, our contributions are as follows:

- We introduce a new write-optimized data structure called the WB Tree which provides up to $30 \times$ higher write performance than LevelDB, a popular LSM Tree implementations.

- We introduce new primitives called spills and splits to replace compactions, which bias the read-write performance tradeoff towards writes compared to compactions.

- We introduce a new technique called fast-splitting that further improves write performance.

- We show that, as with LSM Trees, Bloom filters effectively augment the WB Tree to reduce the number of I/Os required per read to 1-2, and provide read performance equal to that of LSM Trees.

In the remainder of the chapter, the WB Tree is often interchangeably used to refer to both the data structure as well as the key-value store build around the data structure. We provide background including a description of the LSM Tree in Section 3.2. The WB Tree design, along with write and read optimizations, is discussed in Section 3.3. We provide an comparisons with other single-node key-value stores along with a deep-dive into WB Tree performance in Section 3.4.
3.2 Background

3.2.1 Terminology

The tradeoff between read and write performance is a recurring theme in this chapter. The read and write performance of key-value stores depends, to a great extent, on read and write amplification respectively. We define write amplification as:

\[
write \text{ amplification} = \frac{\text{Total I/O performed to write record}}{\text{size of record}}
\]  

B+ Tree variants and other in-place update schemes such as external hashing have a write amplification \( \geq 1 \). However, write-optimized stores batch multiple records into a single write leading to an amortized write amplification \( \ll 1 \).

We use two metrics for read performance: the worst case number of seeks and read amplification. Read amplification is defined as:

\[
read \text{ amplification} = \frac{\text{Total I/O performed to read record}}{\text{size of record}}
\]  

Data structures such as buffer trees [16] also buffer reads allowing read amplification to be \( \ll 1 \). However, we are only concerned with low-latency reads for which the preferred value for the number of seeks and read amplification is 1.

3.2.2 Write-Optimized Key-Value Stores

In-place update data structures such as variants of the B+ Tree provide low worst-case read latency. By using high fan-outs, B+ Trees require less memory as up to 99% of the data can reside in the leaves [56]. By caching the upper levels of the tree in the page cache, B+ Trees typically require a single I/O for reads. However B+ Trees, like other in-place update structures, suffer from poor write performance especially for small records.

Write-optimized data stores are gaining prominence because, as noted earlier, workloads are increasingly write-heavy, and the relatively high capacity of DRAM in
modern clusters allows a greater proportion of reads to be satisfied from memory (e.g. using memcached) while writes must be persisted to disk.

Historically, log-structured systems have been used for write-heavy workloads; among these, insert-ordered and key-ordered log-structured stores may be distinguished. Insert-ordered stores, such as the Log-Structured File System (LFS) [91], FawnDS [15] etc., write data to disk immediately. These have excellent write throughput, but suffer from latency spikes due to garbage collection, have poor scan performance, and require a large amount of memory to support low-latency reads. Key-ordered log-structured stores buffer updates in memory and sort them before writing to disk; key-ordered log-structured stores have lower write throughput compared to insert-ordered stores [95]. Examples of key-ordered stores include Buffer Trees [16] and Log-Structured Merge (LSM) Trees [85].

Among these, LSM Trees have typically provided a practical tradeoff between read and write performance. They provide significantly better write performance than inplace update stores, and provide random read performance comparable to B+ Trees with a modest cost in memory. Many state-of-the-art systems including BigTable [28], PNUTS [36, 94], and HBase [1] use variants of the LSM Tree, which we detail next.
Table 2: Comparison of I/O costs for various data structures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Structure</th>
<th>Worst-case I/Os required (no caching)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INSERT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B+ Tree</td>
<td>$h$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSM Tree [85]</td>
<td>$\frac{2(M+1)eh}{p}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB Tree</td>
<td>$\frac{2eh}{p}$ (§3.3.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Append-to-file</td>
<td>$\frac{c}{p}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2.3 LSM Trees

An LSM Tree consists of multiple tree-like components $C_i$. The $C_0$ component is memory-resident and allows in-place updates whereas the remaining components reside on disk and are append-only. The components are ordered by freshness; newest data is present in $C_0$ and age increases with $i$. For specificity, we consider an LSM variant that stores each component as a B+ Tree, with the size of each tree node $B$ bytes, and the maximum sizes of the components fixed such that $\frac{\text{size of } C_{i+1}}{\text{size of } C_i} = M$.

For writes into an LSM Tree, records are inserted into $C_0$ until it fills to capacity. When any component $C_i$ fills to capacity, merges or compactions are performed between components $C_i$ and $C_{i+1}$ as shown in Figure 2. During the compaction, records from some range of keys, represented by node $n$ in the figure, from $C_i$ are read into memory along with records in the same key range from $C_{i+1}$ and merged (steps 1-3). The newly-merged records replace the records for the key range in component $C_{i+1}$ (step 4). Except $C_0$, the nodes of all other components are not modified in-place. The records are written back as new nodes to disk and the replaced nodes are garbage-collected. By avoiding in-place updates for on-disk components and only performing I/O in large, sequential chunks, LSM Trees achieve significantly better write performance than B+ Trees.

Unfortunately, the compaction operation is extremely I/O-intensive. Recall that each node is sized $B$; because $C_{i+1}$ has around $M$ times the number of nodes as $C_i$,
the number of nodes in $C_{i+1}$ that contain keys overlapping with keys in node $n$ is also close to $M$. This means moving $B$ bytes from $C_i$ to $C_{i+1}$ during a compaction requires $(M + 1) \times B$ bytes to be read and the same number written back to disk after merging into $C_{i+1}$, resulting in high write amplification as shown next.

An inserted record moves progressively from $C_0, C_1, \ldots$ to $C_{h-1}$, where $h$ is the number of components or “height” of the tree; therefore, the total I/O performed for the record is the sum of the I/O performed at each component. During a compaction from $C_{i-1}$ to $C_i$, the total I/O performed is $(M + 1) \times B$ bytes read plus an equal amount written. This is amortized across the $B/e$ records in the node being compacted where $e$ is the size of each record. This yields a per-record I/O cost of $(M + 1) \times e$ bytes read plus written. From §3.2.1,

$$\text{write amplification} \leq \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{h} \frac{2(M + 1)B}{B/e} = 2h(M + 1)$$

During an LSM Tree GET, the in-memory component $C_0$ is first searched (recall that the age of records in component $C_i$ increases with $i$). If the queried key is not found in $C_0$, then the disk-based components $C_1, C_2, \ldots$ are progressively searched. As a result of the compaction process, the LSM Tree maintains the invariant that there is at most one record for any key in each component. This leads to a worst-case read cost of $h$ seeks. Nodes can be protected with Bloom filters to avoid wasteful I/Os for a modest memory cost [52, 94]. Table 2 shows the I/O requirements (without the page cache) of some data structures. In the table, $h$ is the height of the tree, $e$ is the length of the record, $p$ is the unit size of data movement between disk and memory, $B$ is node size for WB Trees and partition size for LSM Trees, $M = \frac{\text{size of } C_{i+1}}{\text{size of } C_i}$ for LSM Trees or the fan-out for WB Trees, and $N$ is the total number of unique keys.

In this chapter, for discussion, we consider an LSM Tree with partitioned, exponentially-sized levels such as used in LevelDB [52]. We also evaluate a second variant without
partitioning in Section 3.4.

3.3 Write Buffer Tree

This section introduces the WB Tree, an unordered key-value store optimized for high insert performance while maintaining fast random read access. The tree’s key novel elements are its replacement of performing compactions with cheaper spills and splits realized via mechanisms described in §3.3.2. Further, fast-splitting substantially improves write performance, as explained in §3.3.3. The WB Tree includes indexes that limit read amplification to 1-2 I/Os per read (§3.3.4). Finally, garbage collection (§3.3.5), logging and recovery are discussed (§3.3.6).

3.3.1 Overview of the basic WB Tree

The WB Tree exports a simple API: \textbf{INSERT(key, value)}, for both insertion and update, \textbf{GET(key)}, and \textbf{DELETE(key)}. It also supports bulk insertion and deletion for high throughput.

The WB Tree maintains a single root node. The root node is unique in that it consists simply of a single in-memory buffer of size $B$. Non-root nodes are divided into leaf nodes and internal nodes. Each non-root node contains one or more lists of sorted records on disk; a list is similar to an SSTable [28], but does not contain any indexing information. The total size of the lists in a node must be less than or equal to its capacity, $B$.

The WB Tree uses high fan-out, which means that a large proportion of nodes are leaf nodes. For example, for a fan-out of 256, around 99.2% of the nodes are leaf nodes\(^2\). A high fan-out helps reduce write amplification by reducing the height of the tree. The write amplification depends on the height of the tree, because as records

\(^2\)Let there be $l$ leaf nodes and let fan-out be $f = 256$, then there are at least $l/128$ nodes in the level above the leaf nodes, $l/128^2$ in the level above that and so on until a single root node. The total number of nodes is therefore $N = \frac{l}{1} + \left\lfloor \frac{l}{128} \right\rfloor + \left\lfloor \frac{l}{128^2} \right\rfloor + \cdots + 1 \leq l \times \frac{1}{1-1/128}$. Therefore, $l/N \geq 0.9921$, i.e. more than 99.2% of the nodes are leaves
progress down the tree, they are read and written at each level.

As mentioned before, the WB Tree uses hashes of the actual keys to route records within the tree, i.e. the hash of the key in each record decides the location of the record in the tree. Therefore, the sub-tree rooted at each node is responsible for a subset of the hash-space. Each node’s hash-space is partitioned between the children of the node (i.e. hash-spaces for sibling nodes do not overlap).

An empty WB Tree consists of only the root node. To INSERT a key-value pair (record) into the WB Tree, the tuple \(\langle \text{hash}, \text{size}, \text{record} \rangle\) is appended to the memory buffer of the root node; \text{hash} is a hash of the key, and \text{size} is the size of the record. To DELETE a key is to actually INSERT the key with a special tombstone value \(\tau\), i.e., \text{DELETE}(k) = \text{INSERT}(k, \tau)\). Discussion of the GET operation is deferred until §3.3.4.

The two primitives in the WB Tree are spills and splits. Recall that, in an LSM Tree, when the total size of a component exceeds a threshold, data is compacted from that component to the next. In the WB Tree, when the total size of any non-leaf node reaches its capacity of \(B\), it undergoes a spill. This operation performs a similar function as the compaction, in that it moves inserted data progressively down the tree. However, it differs in that it simply appends the spilled data to the nodes in the next level of the tree and performs no reading or merging of data that a compaction does. In this manner, a spill performs substantially less I/O than a compaction.

Leaf nodes, instead, split when full. Conceptually, a split converts a full leaf node into two half-full leaf nodes, making room to receive further spills from the parent node.

The strict enforcement of a spill or a split when a node reaches its capacity ensures non-bursty insert performance. A long-running spill or split can block insertions, similar to how compactions can block insertions in an LSM Tree. Before we discuss mechanisms for spills and splits (§3.3.2), we describe collapsing, which is used in both
Collapsing

Given a sorted list with buffered operations, the list can be collapsed by replacing multiple operations on the same key with a single operation. For example, a DELETE appearing after an INSERT can be replaced by a DELETE, or two INSERTs for the same key can be replaced by the later one. Collapsing is important as it allows disk space to be reclaimed from outdated records. Collapsing is intra-list garbage collection; we introduce a new term to differentiate it from the garbage collection of entire lists (§3.3.5).

Collapsing can be performed in a single pass over the list because the list is sorted by hash. However, due to hash collisions, it is possible for colliding keys to be interleaved in the list (e.g. for different keys \( a \) and \( b \), the following order might occur: \( \{h_a, \text{INSERT}(a, 1)\}, \{h_b, \text{INSERT}(b, 3)\}, \{h_a, \text{DELETE}(a)\} \) where \( h_a = h_b \)). These are handled using a separate hashtable for colliding keys whenever a collision is detected. A stable sorting algorithm (we use a fast radix sort because integer hashes are being sorted) ensures that insertion order is preserved for records with the same key.
3.3.2 Spills and Splits

3.3.2.1 On Spilling

The spill procedure works differently for root nodes and internal nodes. For the root node, the root buffer is, first, sorted and collapsed. Then, the root node spills into its children by partitioning the in-memory buffer according to the hash-spaces handled by each of its children, and writes each partition as a new list to a child node. If the root is the only node in the tree, it is a leaf and would be split not spilled.

An internal node may contain many lists – one from each spill of its parent. A spill of node $P$ is depicted in Figure 3. The lists of node $P$ (already sorted) are read into memory (step 1). In step 2, the lists are merged into a merge buffer, collapsing the list during the merge. After the merge, the contents of the merge buffer are partitioned according to the key-ranges of $P$’s children and written as new lists in the children in step 3.

After each spill, if the number of children of $P$ is greater (see §3.3.2.2 for when the number of children of a node might increase) than the maximum fan-out allowed, then a new node $Q$ is created and half of $P$’s children are transferred to $Q$. Node $Q$ is then added as a child to $P$’s parent. If $P$ is the root, then a new root is created, increasing the height of the tree by one (step 4). Node $P$ is empty after a spill, so there is no data buffered in $P$ that requires splitting.
3.3.2.2 On Splitting

For a leaf node, when the total size of all lists reaches the capacity, the node undergoes a split to form a new leaf node, just like a B+ Tree. The new leaf is added as a child to the parent of the split leaf.

One way to perform the split is to read the on-disk lists of the leaf into memory, merge them into a merge buffer, and split the merge buffer into two lists. One list replaces the list being split in the current leaf and the second is added to the new leaf. Both lists are written to disk. This approach, termed a slow-split, is shown in Figure 4.

3.3.2.3 Spills and Splits Replace Compactions

Compactions in an LSM Tree and spills in the WB Tree perform the same function, i.e., moving $B$ bytes of data from one level to the next. Compaction, however, requires significantly more I/O. As explained in §3.2.3, during each compaction, to move $B$ bytes from component $C_i$ to $C_{i+1}$, requires reading $(M + 1) \times B$ bytes and writing $(M + 1) \times B$ bytes, where $M = \frac{\text{size of } C_{i+1}}{\text{size of } C_i}$. In contrast, both a spill and a split read only $B$ bytes to fetch all the lists from a node into memory and write back $B$ bytes for the new lists in the split leaves (slow-split). Thus, for the WB Tree,

$$\text{write amplification} \leq \frac{1}{e} \sum_{i=1}^{h} \frac{2B}{B/e} = 2h$$

The WB Tree performs a factor of $(M + 1)$ less I/O per write. In practice, this replacement yields a $6\times$ improvement in INSERT throughput over LevelDB (§3.4.3).

3.3.3 Fast-Splits

As noted earlier, the WB Tree uses a large fan-out to reduce write amplification, leading to a large proportion of nodes being leaves. Because leaf nodes undergo splits and not spills, improving the performance of splits is crucial.
Node P spills into new lists in nodes X and Y

Parent spills again

Figure 5: Fast-split operation: The figure shows leaf node X splitting two times (steps 3 and 7). There is no data copied during fast-splits, and newly-created leaf nodes only point to the offsets of the partitions in the original files.

Slow-splits, while cheaper than compactions, still incur significant I/O (\(B\) bytes to read the lists and \(B\) bytes to write back the split halves of the merged list). We provide a simple solution to speed up splitting — fast-splits. The basic idea of a fast-split is to avoid reading the leaf from disk; instead, the splitting offset in each list is marked and stored in the new leaf.

**Mechanism** Figure 5 illustrates the operation of a fast-split on Node X, which is a full leaf node. The median hash in a random list from X is selected as the separator, which is used to split each list in X. Because each list is sorted, finding the median is fast (logarithmic number of seeks) using binary search. Each list in the node is partitioned using the separator value, and one partition assigned to the new leaf (step 3). Unlike slow-split, this process avoids bulk data movement and is fast. When X’s parent node P spills for the next time, the new lists are written into the correct nodes (step 4).

Further splits of X are handled similarly. Steps 6-8 show the creation of new
Table 3: Comparison of splitting schemes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data spilled</th>
<th>slow-split</th>
<th>slow-split (4)</th>
<th>fast-split (4:1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leaves</td>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>Leaves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>$1 \rightarrow 2$</td>
<td>$2B$</td>
<td>$1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$+B$</td>
<td>$2 \rightarrow 4$</td>
<td>$4B$</td>
<td>$1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$+2B$</td>
<td>$4 \rightarrow 8$</td>
<td>$8B$</td>
<td>$1 \rightarrow 2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$+4B$</td>
<td>$8 \rightarrow 16$</td>
<td>$16B$</td>
<td>$2 \rightarrow 4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$+8B$</td>
<td>$16 \rightarrow 32$</td>
<td>$32B$</td>
<td>$4 \rightarrow 8$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total

$16B$ | $63B$ | $56B$ | $32B$

leaf $Z$. Various heuristics can be used to decide how many fast-splits to perform on a node before a slow-split is required. Next, we provide some intuition behind why fast-splitting works.

**Intuition** Consider what a slow-split accomplishes: (1) when a leaf reaches size $B$, it converts the multiple lists in the leaf to a single list and collapses the list; and (2) it splits the list into two parts of equal size and assigns one part each to the split leaves. The latter effect crucially allows the parent node to continue spilling into the newly-created leaves. The former effect frees disk space by deleting outdated versions of records during collapsing.

Fast-splitting splits a leaf into two without merging its lists, i.e., it splits the leaf and ensures that insertions do not block, but avoids the more expensive task of reclaiming disk space occupied by outdated records. Instead of the $2B$ bytes of I/O for a slow-split, a fast-split requires only $O(\log B)$ random I/Os. As explained briefly in Section 3.1, fast-splits provide improved write performance by trading off extra disk space. The outcome is superior, consistent and non-bursty write performance.

The advantages of fast-splitting are subtle. It may seem that slow-splitting less frequently might yield the same benefits, but that is not the case. For example, suppose that leaf nodes were $4 \times$ the size of other nodes, i.e., $4B$; this would result in
4× fewer slow-splits of leaves. However, each split would now cost $8B$ bytes of I/O ($4B$ to read and $4B$ to write), which is $4×$ the cost of slow-splitting a $B$-sized leaf. Table 3 shows the I/O performed by slow-splits, slow-splits with larger leaves, and fast-splits ($4$ fast-splits per slow-split). Starting with just 1 leaf, the table shows how each scheme causes leaves to split as data is spilled into the leaves. Using fast-splits performs the least amount of I/O. Using larger leaves for slow-splits requires less I/O, but this causes bursty write performance as INSERTs can block, waiting for a large leaf to slow-split.

Along with a favorable choice of system parameters, these factors contribute to a $30×$ improvement in write performance over LevelDB (§3.4.3). These performance improvements are not free. Compactions perform worse because they enforce the constraint that each component in the LSM Tree, analogous to a level in the WB Tree, can have only one record per key. This bounds the number of possible locations for the key when performing a GET. In the WB Tree, this constraint is relaxed, and can lead to significantly higher I/O during GETs. Next, we explain how we limit read amplification to achieve read performance in WB Trees that is comparable to that of other key-value stores.

### 3.3.4 Higher Read Performance with Indexes

We measure read performance using two metrics: (1) worst case number of seeks; and (2) read amplification, which is the total amount of I/O performed to read a record divided by the size of the record. Ideally we should perform reads with a single seek and read amplification of 1 (if record size is less than page size).

Recall from §3.2.3 that in an LSM Tree, a GET is performed by successively checking components $C_0$, $C_1$, ..., $C_{h-1}$, where $h$ is the number of components. Because each component contains at most one version of a key, a GET requires at most $h$ seeks in an LSM Tree with no additional indexes.
By contrast, in the WB Tree, each node can contain more than one record per key (a key can occur potentially in each list in a node). In a WB Tree with no indexes, a \textbf{GET} is, therefore, performed by starting from the root and proceeding to search along some root-leaf path in the tree (the specific path is dependent on the key). Then, in each node, starting from the last-added list, all the lists have to be searched. Figure 6 shows an unindexed \textbf{GET}: In step 1, the root node is searched and if the record is found, it is returned. If not, step 2 is invoked recursively until a leaf is reached or the queried key is found. Because lists of all nodes (except the root) are maintained on disk, each \textbf{GET} can result in an unacceptably large number of I/Os. Clearly, to achieve our goal of a single I/O per \textbf{GET}, an in-memory index is required that maps each key to the list in the tree that contains the most recent version of the key.
3.3.4.1 Index for List Selection

The desired properties of such an index are: (a) it must map a key to the list in the tree that contains the latest record for the key; (b) it must be fast to construct and update, because each spill or split causes multiple updates to the index, and slowing down spills or splits can block insertions; (c) it must be fast to query, because each GET potentially queries the index multiple times; and (d) it must be memory-efficient, because a greater number of keys can be indexed in memory, boosting GET performance. Design alternatives for such an index are described next and summarized in Table 4.

**Full-tree index** A straightforward design maintains a dictionary data structure (e.g., hashtable) that maps each key in the tree to the list that contains the most recent record for the key. Unfortunately, this index would require updating not only for each spill and split, but also for each INSERT and DELETE. GETs would have to synchronize with updates to access the index which results in high synchronization overhead.

**Per-node indexes** reduce synchronization overhead. An index can be maintained by each node that stores the list in the node that contains the latest record for a key for every key in the node. This index only requires updating when a new list is spilled to the node or during a split or spill of the node. Because a node’s (hashed) key-space is partitioned among its children, the records for any key can only be contained by nodes on some particular root-leaf path in the tree. In this scheme, a GET request would, therefore, have to check the per-node index of each node that occurs on this path.

Hashtables can be used to implement the index, but hashtables are space-inefficient. First, in order to check for collisions, hashtables typically maintain the entire key or a digest (e.g. SHA-1 hash) in memory. Second, closed hashtables (e.g. probing
for collision resolution) typically avoid filling up the buckets to capacity to maintain performance, whereas open hashables (e.g. chaining-based) use extra space for chaining-related data structures. This problem of having to store the key in memory also affects other dictionary data structures such as red-black trees, skip-lists, etc.

Perfect hashing offers a potential solution to having to store keys in memory. Perfect hashing maps the elements from a set $S$ of size $n$ elements to a set of integers with no collisions. Minimal perfect hashing further constrains the size of the set of integers to $n$. The advantage of this idea is that, because there are no collisions, keys can be stored on disk (instead of memory). However, in order to make a (minimal) perfect hashing scheme dynamic, i.e., supporting insertions and deletions, parts of the hashtable may require rehashing in case of collisions due to newly inserted keys [44]. Rehashing requires keys, which have to be read back into memory using multiple random I/Os. This proves unsustainable for insert-heavy workloads.

**Per-list index** Another alternative is to extend the idea of a per-node index to a per-list index. Instead of using an index that maps a key to a list, a per-list index stores membership information only. A GET would check all lists along some root-leaf path in order of age. Recall that each key (more precisely, its hash) maps to some specific root-leaf path in the tree.

Owing to the deficiencies of the first two alternatives, the WB Tree opts for a per-list index. For membership, a per-list index must implement a set data structure for the keys in the list. The data structure must be memory-efficient, without requiring entire keys to be stored in memory. Additionally, it must be fast to construct and query.

Bitmaps using hashes can potentially be used, but become inefficient for lists that sparsely populate the hash-space. Compressed bitmaps are efficient for sparse lists and provide fast queries, but are slow to build. The WB Tree, instead, opts for Bloom
filters. Bloom filters are compact (10 bits/key), and fast to build and query. The tradeoff is that a Bloom filter can yield a small percentage of false positives (but never false negatives).

3.3.4.2 Index for List Offsets

Having explained the design of a List-Selection index to select the list that contains the most recent record for a key, we now explain how to find the record within the list itself.

Given that each list in the WB Tree can be large, to maintain low read amplification, for each list, a List-Offset index determines the offset within a list at which the record is located. Recall that lists in the WB Tree are sorted by hashes of the keys. This makes it possible to maintain a simple index, called the first-hash-index which stores in memory the hash of the key of the first record in each page (e.g., 4kB) of the list.

Searching for a key in a list then proceeds by: Binary search the in-memory first-hash-index to find the page that contains the queried key. Read this page into memory and search sequentially until the target key is found or the end of the page is reached. Binary-searching within the page is not possible because the size of the record is stored with the record on disk.

3.3.5 On Garbage collection

Each list in the WB Tree is backed by a separate file on disk. For an internal node, the files that back lists in that node can be deleted after the node has completed spilling. In the case of leaves that undergo slow-split, the files that back the original lists of the leaf can safely be deleted after the new lists, created by the slow-split, have been written to disk. Fast-splitting complicates garbage collection: the file containing the original list is now pointed to by multiple leaf nodes. We solve this problem by maintaining ref-counts for each file and deleting the file only after no lists reference
3.3.6 Logging and Recovery

The WB Tree uses a write-ahead log to write all INSERT and DELETE operations to disk before successfully returning to the client. The system also supports synchronous operation, in which fsync() is invoked on the log before returning from an INSERT or DELETE operation. When the root node spills to its children (or splits, forming a new root), its contents are written as lists in the children nodes; the log can be cleared after this. Recovery consists of replaying the contents of the log.

3.4 Evaluation

This section compares the performance of the WB Tree with a variant of an LSM Tree: LevelDB. The experiments use a 12-core server (two 2.66GHz six-core Intel X5650 processors) with 12GB of DDR3 RAM. The disk used is an Intel 520 SSD. We report the median of three runs of each experiment. We use the jemalloc [47] memory allocator for all experiments. We use bulk interfaces for insertion. Write-ahead logging is enabled for all systems (fsync() is invoked on the log file before returning to the client). The Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) [37] tool is used to generate workload traces, which are replayed in a light-weight workload.
generator. The dataset used is denoted as \((U, R, e, S)\) where \(U\) is the number of unique keys, \(R\) is the average number of repeats for each key, \(e\) is the record size and \(S\) is the total size of the dataset. We use uniformly distributed data for experiments.

### 3.4.1 Tuning

**WB Tree** We use a fan-out of 256 and node size of 600MB. As explained in §3.4.3, using relatively high fan-outs and node sizes favors **INSERT** performance.

**LevelDB** We found that allocating memory to the page cache (instead of a special LevelDB write buffer) improves insert performance. Compression is turned off. The creation of Bloom filters is enabled for fast reads. We use the default values for the overlap factor \(M = 10\) and partition size (2MB); the heat-map in Figure 10b shows that, unlike the WB Tree, relatively small values for these parameters provide better insert performance.

### 3.4.2 Full System Benchmarks

Figure 7 shows the throughput of each key-value store. The datasets used are: \(D_1\): \((2 \times 10^9, 2, 16B, 42GB)\), \(D_2\): \((5 \times 10^8, 2, 64B, 42GB)\), and \(D_3\): \((10^8, 2, 256B, 48GB)\) for 16B, 64B and 256B records respectively. Figure 8 compares the key-value stores in terms of memory use and performance of negative **GET**s. Four important observations stand out:

- **INSERT** throughput in the WB tree is nearly \(30\times\) higher than LevelDB for small (16B) records. For 64B records and 256B records, the improvements are \(6.6\times\) and \(1.5\times\) respectively.

- As the record size increases, the number of **INSERTs** per second achieved by the WB Tree drops as expected. The net amount of data written (\(= \text{INSERTs/sec}\).
× record size) actually increases from 45MB/s to 65MB/s. The INSERTs/sec. remains almost constant for LevelDB which seems to indicate that compactions rather than disk bandwidth, are the bottleneck.

- The WB Tree offers equal or slightly higher GET throughput compared to LevelDB, with similar GET latencies.

- For the 50%-INSERT workload, the WB Tree and LevelDB perform similarly. The runtime for this workload is dominated by the GET operations.

Figure 8 shows the memory use of the different systems along with negative GET throughput and latency on dataset $D_2$. LevelDB and WB Tree require about 1.5B per key. The figure also shows throughput and latency for GET requests for absent keys. LevelDB’s latency is lower because it checks fewer Bloom filters. While the mean latency is just 0.2ms (not shown), 95th percentile latency is high.

### 3.4.3 Write Performance

In this section of the evaluation, we demonstrate the effects of various optimizations on write performance. Figure 9 compares the WB Tree and LevelDB write performance. LevelDB uses default settings for file size (2MB) and overlap factor (10). The Baseline WB Tree uses a node size of 2MB and a fanout of 10. Using spills and splits instead of compactions allows a $6\times$ performance improvement.
Figure 9: Write performance contributions: Large fan-out/node sizes and fast splitting are both significant.

Write performance depends on keeping write amplification low. For the WB Tree, reducing the height of the tree reduces write amplification. Figure 9 shows that a careful choice of WB Tree parameters significantly increases write performance.

Figure 10a shows that, generally, increasing the fan-out increases throughput. This is because a high fan-out decreases the height of the tree which leads to lower write amplification. An exception is small node sizes, where high fan-outs lead to mostly small, random writes. Increasing the node size also decreases the height of the tree and generally improves write performance. However, extremely large nodes lead to bursty write performance (not shown).

(a) WB Tree: The upper bound on write amplification is $O(h)$; $h$ is decreased by large fan-outs and node-sizes.

(b) LSM Tree: The upper bound on write amplification is $O(hM)$; $h$ decreases logarithmically with $M$, favoring small $M$.

Figure 10: Effect of tree parameters on INSERT performance
Figure 11: Write throughput increases with an increase in the fastsplit-slowsplit ratio.

Crucially, the same improvements cannot be applied to LSM Trees. Recall from §3.2.3 that the upper bound on write amplification for LSM Trees is $2h(M + 1)$ where $h$ is the height of the tree and $M = \frac{\text{size of } C_{i+1}}{\text{size of } C_i}$, is the overlap factor. Increasing the overlap factor reduces the height of the tree, but leads to poorer write performance due to more expensive compactions as shown in Figure 10b. Therefore, using relatively small $M$ and partition sizes works best for LSM Trees.

Figure 9 shows that fast-splitting yields a further improvement of nearly $2\times$ in both cases. One possible heuristic to decide when to fast-split is to use a fixed fast-split / slow-split ratio. Figure 11 shows that the write throughput of the WB Tree increases with increasing values of this ratio.

3.4.4 Read Performance

To understand GET performance, Figure 12 shows heat-maps for GET throughput, 95th percentile GET latency and I/Os per GET. The following observations can be made:

- Figure 12a and 12b show that the fan-out-node-size combination that maximizes GET throughput and minimizes latency is the same, viz. small values of fan-out and node-sizes. Also, the combination that works best for reads, unfortunately, minimizes write throughput (Figure 10a).

- The trend is partially explained by the heat-map in Figure 12c which shows the number of I/Os per GET. Large fan-outs and small node sizes increase the
number of lists per node, which, in turn, incurs more false-positives from the Bloom filters protecting the lists. False positives cause wasted I/Os leading to lower GET throughput and higher latencies. An exception is low fan-out with large node sizes: this incurs few I/Os per GET, but the large node sizes increase latency from cache misses while searching the List-Offset index.

GET performance depends primarily on the number of I/Os performed per GET operation. The number of I/Os performed depends on the total number of lists that have to be checked.

### 3.4.5 Summary

**When to use WB Trees** The WB Tree’s INSERT throughput for small records is $5 - 30\times$ higher than LevelDB’s, and it has slightly better GET throughput with similar latency. The memory cost is a modest 1-2B per key. For large records, the WB Tree provides a more modest improvement of $1.5 - 2\times$ higher INSERT throughput.

**When to use LSM Trees** If a key-ordered store is needed. Also, if memory is insufficient for List-Selection and List-Offset indexes, an LSM Tree will provide higher GET throughput.
How to use the WB Tree  Figure 10 and Figure 12 show that system parameters trade between INSERT and GET performance. For high INSERT performance, high fan-out and large node sizes must be used; For high GET performance, small fan-out and small node sizes must be used. A fast-split / slow-split ratio of 8 or 16 can be used, as higher values can lead to excessive lists in each node which degrades GET performance.

3.5 Discussion

Providing ordered access. While many systems require only per-object retrieval, many also benefit from the range query support provided by an ordered store. While the fundamental notion of spills and splits applies naturally to both ordered and unordered stores, extending the design of the WB tree to support ordered access is important future work that will require non-trivial engineering to do well while preserving the structure’s high performance.

Bounding worst-case memory per key. Being parsimonious with memory is particularly important when dealing with many small key/value pairs. Here we consider two possible scenarios where the memory used per key can become amplified. We show that the problem is non-existent in the first scenario and provide a solution for the second.

For records smaller than the page size the memory used per key is due, predominantly, to the Bloom filters used in the List-Selection index (the List-Offset index uses only 8 bytes per (4kB) page of records). For each key in a list, the Bloom filter protecting the list requires about 10 bits for a 1% false positive ratio. If a key appears in multiple lists in the WB Tree, then the memory used for that key would be 10
bits per list. This amplification of memory can occur in two scenarios: (a) repeats in different nodes in the tree, and (b) repeats in different lists within a single node. We consider each case separately.

In the former case, the problem of memory amplification does not arise. For ease of analysis, suppose that copies of all keys in the WB Tree are present in the leaf level (i.e., level 0). As shown by the analysis in Section 3.3.1, with large fan-outs (e.g., 256), the proportion of leaf nodes in the tree is close to 1. This means that the memory used by the non-leaf nodes is small (less than 1%) of that of the leaf nodes.

In the latter case, if the number of lists in a node is $l$, a key could occur in each of $l$ lists amplifying the memory used by $l$. To solve this problem, we need an estimate of 

$$\alpha = \frac{\text{number of unique keys in node}}{\text{total number of keys in node}}.$$ 

The ratio $\alpha$ provides a measure of memory amplification in the node. If $\alpha$ is 1, then no keys repeat; if $\alpha = \frac{1}{l}$, then all keys repeat $l$ times. If an estimate of $\alpha$ can be maintained, then memory amplification can be bounded by forcing a spill or slow-split on the node when $\alpha$ reaches the desired threshold. To bound the memory amplification to 2, for example, a node is spilled or slow-split whenever $\alpha$ becomes less than $1/2$. Next, we provide a method for estimating $\alpha$.

Suppose that $L_1, L_2, \ldots, L_l$ are sets containing the keys in each list; the number of unique keys in the node is $|L_1 \cup L_2 \cup \cdots \cup L_l|$. Computing the union of the lists is difficult, because when the list corresponding to set $L_i$ is spilled from the parent, all older lists in the node have already been written to disk. To solve this, we propose the use of cardinality estimators. K-Minimum Values (KMV) [19] is a cardinality estimator that can estimate the cardinality of a list of elements by inspecting a small fraction of the list. Assuming that a hash function exists that uniformly distributes the elements of the list, intuitively, if there are $n$ elements in the list, the average spacing between the hash values would be $1/n$-th of the range of hash values. KMV uses this idea to maintain a digest of the $k$-smallest hash values seen in the list; the average distance between these $k$-successive hashes yields an
estimate of the cardinality of the list. For a union of \( m \) lists, the digest of each list can simply be merged and truncated to \( k \) to obtain a digest for the union. This solution works well for WB Tree lists because the sorted hashes of all keys in a list are already available.

### 3.6 Summary and Looking Ahead

This chapter presents the WriteBuffer (WB) Tree, a new data structure that forms the basis of a write-optimized, single-node key-value store. State-of-the-art write-optimized key-value stores are typically based on variants of the popular Log-Structured Merge (LSM) Tree. The WB Tree replaces the I/O-heavy primitive in the LSM Tree, the compaction, with new light-weight primitives called spills and splits. Further, a novel technique called fast-splitting is proposed to improve the performance of splits. Using these techniques, the WB Tree’s insert throughput is up to \( 7 \times \) higher than LevelDB, a popular LSM Tree implementations, for 64B records. The tradeoff is that unindexed read performance in a WB Tree is worse than unindexed LSM Tree performance. A solution to restore read performance is then proposed: a new set of indexes for the WB Tree allow reads to be performed with 1-2 seeks using less than 2B/key for the index.

In the next chapter, we consider the problem of aggregation. The aggregation service is an important component of fast analytics runtimes. More importantly, the next chapter explains how write-optimized techniques can also be used to make aggregation fast and resource-efficient.
CHAPTER IV

ON THE APPLICATION OF WRITE-OPTIMIZED
TECHNIQUES TO GROUPBY-AGGREGATE

This chapter discusses the GroupBy-Aggregate abstraction and utilization of write-optimized data structures to implement the abstraction. In Section 4.1, we first define the GroupBy-Aggregate abstraction, and discuss its use in different analytics systems. Next, we outline the interface that must be supported by a stand-alone GroupBy-Aggregate implementation. Finally, we discuss desirable properties for an implementation. In Section 4.2, we provide an overview of existing implementations of GroupBy-Aggregate and discuss how these do not support the requirements of fast analytics systems. Finally, in Section 4.3, we describe our approach, which uses write-optimized data structures to implement aggregators.

4.1 GroupBy-Aggregate

4.1.1 Definition

In the GroupBy-Aggregate abstraction, given a set of records, the records are partitioned into groups according to some key, and a user-defined aggregation function is executed on each group. In a canonical example, the number of instances of each word in a text corpus can be calculated by grouping (e.g., by sorting) the text, and counting the number of instances of each word. In this dissertation, we refer to the abstraction as aggregation and the implementation as an aggregator.

In this work, we consider an aggregator as a stand-alone component that can be used to construct runtimes for different programming paradigms, and, hopefully, be
re-used across different paradigms. In previous work, aggregators are typically tightly-coupled with the entire runtime system. For example, Hadoop [2], an implementation of MapReduce, uses sort-based aggregation in its combiners and reducers, which is not easily separable or replaceable by other aggregators.

### 4.1.2 Using Aggregators to Construct Runtimes

An aggregator implements the GroupBy-Aggregate abstraction on a single node. Runtimes for many popular parallel-processing paradigms, such as MapReduce and recent fast analytics systems, can be constructed using one or more aggregators on each node in the cluster. Yu et al. describe how GroupBy-Aggregate lies at the heart of MapReduce, Dryad and parallel databases [104]. Figure 13 shows how GroupBy-Aggregate is used in MapReduce, Muppet, a recent fast analytics systems, and Pregel, a system for graph analytics.

A MapReduce runtime can be built using aggregators to act as combiners and reducers on each node. Each intermediate key-value pair generated by a mapper is inserted into a combiner. Once the map task completes, the combiner is FINALIZEEd and the aggregated key-value pairs can be transferred over the network to the reducers.

Muppet [68] is a stream-processing system that presents a MapReduce-like API. Mappers distributed over the network convert incoming streams of data into one or more output streams. Updaters parse streams and maintain summarized aggregate
data in memory using slates which may be queried in a real-time fashion. For example, an incoming stream of tweets is converted by mappers into streams of tuples comprising tweeter IDs and hashtags from the tweets. Updaters, in turn, process these streams to update a count of tweets per hashtag. Updaters essentially implement the GroupBy-Aggregate operation.

Pregel [78] is a system for distributed graph analytics inspired by the Bulk Synchronous Parallel model [101]. Pregel distributes partitions of the graph among the nodes in a cluster. Programs are expressed as computation to be executed on each vertex in the graph. Programs run in iterations or supersteps, in each of which a vertex can receive messages from other vertices from the previous iteration, change its state, and send messages to other vertices to be delivered in the following iteration. The Pregel runtime on each node is, therefore, responsible for grouping messages received by the node by vertex, possibly aggregating the messages and executing the vertex-program. This can be viewed as executing a GroupBy-Aggregate operation during each iteration.

4.1.3 Classification of Aggregators

Yu et al. [104] introduce a taxonomy of aggregators based on three criteria: (a) full or partial aggregation: the former aggregates all possible data, while the latter typically only uses bounded resources and performs best-effort aggregation; (b) accumulator or iterator-based: in the former, accumulators are maintained per key, into which records can be merged; in the latter, all records are first grouped by key and a single aggregation pass is performed by iteratively accessing the records; (c) hash or sort-based grouping. In this work, we consider only full aggregation. The methods we introduce are accumulator-based and use a combination of sorting and hashing, as described in Chapters 5 and 6.
We also consider a further, orthogonal criterion to classify aggregators: (a) In-memory, and (b) External. The former supports very high rates of aggregation, relative to the latter, but is naturally limited by the available memory in the amount of data that it can aggregate (recall that an aggregator only uses the available memory on a single node; distributed aggregation can be performed using multiple aggregators).

Finally, additionally, we also require that the aggregator support incremental aggregation. For example, in the case of MapReduce, aggregation occurs either before the shuffle phase (in combiners) or during reduction; in each case, the aggregated results are not re-used after aggregation has completed. But, in recent fast analytics systems, aggregation occurs continuously and queries for aggregated data can occur at any time. We formalize these requirements, next.

4.1.4 Aggregator Requirements

- Fast, incremental aggregation: This corresponds to a high rate of INSERTs and fast finalization.
  
  *Rationale:* For batch-processing systems, fast aggregation reduces the time of execution; for online aggregators, faster aggregation on each node reduces the number of nodes required to process incoming events.

- Memory Efficiency: Reduce the amount of memory required per key.
  
  *Rationale:* This is most crucial for in-memory aggregators which can handle larger datasets in a given amount of memory, or reduce the memory (and cost) required for a specific dataset. For example, hashtables that use chaining for collision resolution are memory-inefficient as chaining-related data structures, such as pointers, consume memory.

- Efficient I/O: Reduce the amount of I/O performed per record being aggregated.
  
  *Rationale:* This is important for external aggregators; since the I/O bandwidth available per node is typically the bottleneck, efficient I/O use improves overall
aggregation throughput. For example, using a B+Tree to store aggregate data
leads to a high number of random writes to disk.

- Efficient access to aggregated state: permit efficient random and iterative access
to aggregation state in memory and on disk.

  *Rationale:* While MapReduce only requires iterative access, models that sup-
port low-latency queries require random access by key.

Next, we specify the API that an aggregator must support.

**Aggregator Interfaces** The interfaces supported by both types of aggregators are
similar:

- **INSERT:** add a record to be aggregated.
- **FINALIZE:** prepare aggregated records for reading.
- **GET:** fetch the current aggregated value of the key.
- **REGISTER:** register a user-defined aggregation function with the aggregator.

GETs must only be invoked after FINALIZE. Any INSERTs after the last FINAL-
IZE are not guaranteed to be reflected in a following GET. All aggregated records
can also be accessed iteratively.

**4.2 Overview of Current Solutions**

In-memory aggregators typically use hash-based aggregation. For example, Phoenix++ [99]
and Metis [79], two shared-memory MapReduce libraries, use specialized hash tables
to hold intermediate aggregation state. Pregel, a distributed graph-processing library,
also uses hash tables for storing vertex data on each node. For hash-based aggrega-
tion, a hash table containing accumulators is maintained in memory and records are
hashed by key to the respective accumulators.
External aggregators use sort and hash-based aggregators. In the former, the records to be aggregated are first sorted by key. As records with the same key now appear in sequence, a single pass is sufficient for aggregation. If the aggregated data is too large for available memory, sort-based aggregators use external sorting algorithms, many of which are provably I/O-optimal; for hash-based aggregators, partitioning schemes similar to hash-joins [42] and hybrid hash-joins [43] are used. Traditional implementations of MapReduce uses sort-based aggregation [39, 2]. Databases use sort and hash-based methods for performing aggregation [30, 55].

The idea of online aggregation in databases [60] grew from the high latency associated with queries which performed on-the-fly aggregation of large datasets. An important component of designing systems to support continuous querying is online data structures [49]. Vitter discusses a variety of online data structures for external memory [103] including B-trees, hash tables, buffer trees, and spatial data structures. For scenarios where low latency is required, recent fast analytics system (e.g. Muppet and Storm) summarize state in in-memory hash tables.

4.3 Our Solution: Write-Optimized Data Structures

In this work, we propose that write-optimized data structures, used to implement single-node key-value stores in Chapter 3, can be used to implement aggregators.

It may seem, at first glance, that aggregators and single-node key-value stores are quite different with respect to function and implementation. In fact, there are many similarities, which are clear to see if both systems are viewed as black boxes:

- In both cases, records are added into the black box (using INSERT and PUT for aggregators and key-value stores respectively).

- With respect to how two records with the same key are treated, key-value stores may be viewed as a special case of aggregation. During aggregation, two records with the same key combine using a user-specified function to produce a single
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record. In key-value stores, the newer record replaces the older record with the same key (since we do not consider delta-update stores).

- External aggregators and key-value stores both require methods to efficiently “overflow” from memory (DRAM) if available memory is insufficient. This refers to managing available memory effectively, as well as performing I/O efficiently.

- External, online aggregators and key-value stores both require random access (using the GET operation) to be supported.

Having outlined the reasons supporting our proposal to use write-optimized data structures to support aggregation, we further propose that variants of the buffer tree are ideally suited for certain types of aggregation that we focus on in this work.

In particular, for in-memory, batch-mode aggregation, we introduce a novel variant of the buffer tree called the Compressed Buffer Tree. Since batch-mode aggregation does not require random access to be supported, buffer trees provide the highest aggregation throughput among alternative write-optimized data structures (Chapter 3). For external, online aggregation, we use a slightly-modified WB Tree. The use of buffering, as before, allows high throughput aggregation. Online aggregation requires random access, which is provided by the WB Tree.

In the following chapters, we present two aggregators:

1. For in-memory, batch-mode aggregation, we present a new data structure known as the Compressed Buffer Tree (CBT) that uses compression for memory efficiency in Chapter 5. While the use of buffer trees for aggregation does not require a big leap of imagination, the novelty in our work is the application of buffering to the reduction of performance overhead from memory compression, which is used to reduce memory use.

2. For external, online aggregation, we present an aggregator based on the WB Tree in Chapter 6. The novelty in this work, lies in the application of the buffer
tree to online scenarios, made possible through the use of the WB Tree which allows low latency reads.
CHAPTER V

COMPRESSED BUFFER TREES

The rapid growth of fast analytics systems, that require data processing in memory, makes memory capacity an increasingly-precious resource. This chapter introduces a new compressed data structure called a *Compressed Buffer Tree* (CBT). Using a combination of techniques including buffering, compression, and serialization, CBTs improve the memory efficiency and performance of the GroupBy-Aggregate abstraction that forms the basis of not only batch-processing models like MapReduce, but recent fast analytics systems too. For streaming workloads, aggregation using the CBT uses 21-42% less memory than using Google SparseHash with up to 16% better throughput. The CBT is also compared to batch-mode aggregators in MapReduce runtimes such as Phoenix++ and Metis and consumes 4× and 5× less memory with 1.5-2× and 3-4× more performance respectively.

5.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the design, implementation, and evaluation of a new data structure called the *Compressed Buffer Tree* (CBT). The CBT implements in-memory GroupBy-Aggregate – given a set of records, partition the records into groups according to some key, and execute a user-defined aggregation function on each group – using lesser memory and providing higher performance than current alternatives.

The CBT focuses on in-memory GroupBy-Aggregate (called aggregation henceforth) because of the recent need for performing aggregation with not just high throughput, but low latency as well. This trend is driven by fast analytics systems such as Muppet [68], Storm [9] and Spark [105], that seek to provide real-time
estimates of aggregate data such as customer check-ins at various retailers or trending topics in tweets. For these systems, the conventional model of batch-aggregating disk-based data does not yield the necessary interactive performance. Instead, fast and incremental aggregation on summarized data in memory is required.

The CBT focuses on performing *memory-efficient* aggregation because, unfortunately, recent hardware trends indicate that memory capacity is growing slowly relative to compute capacity [73]. This trend, seen in the context of heavy demand for memory capacity for fast analytics, naturally motivates the development of techniques that can trade off additional CPU use in return for reduced memory consumption.

*Memory compression* is used by the CBT to exploit this trend, as in previous systems [12, 90]. The CBT efficiently maintains intermediate aggregate data in compressed form, trading off extra compute work for reduced memory capacity use. Direct application of memory compression to existing methods for in-memory aggregation does not work. Consider hashing, a popular technique for fast in-memory aggregation [29, 68]: To maintain, for example, a running count of real-time events, each new event is hashed using its unique key to a hashtable bucket and the stored counter is incremented. Compressing buckets of the hashtable in memory proves ineffective; compressing individual buckets makes compression inefficient as each bucket may be small, and compressing many buckets together as a block causes frequent decompression and compression whenever a bucket in the block is accessed. Hashtables, therefore, are not ideal for aggregating compressed data.

The CBT solves this problem with the insight that accessing compressed data is similar to accessing data on disk. In both cases, (a) there is a high static cost associated with access (i.e. decompression or reading from disk), and (b) an access returns more data than requested (i.e. the block that was compressed or an entire disk page). The well-known External Memory model [13] is developed around precisely these constraints. Techniques based on this model, exploit these constraints by
organizing data on disk such that all the data in the block that is returned from an access is “useful” data. This allows the static cost to be amortized across all the data in the block. Most importantly, techniques developed for this model are analogously applicable to compressed memory.

In particular, the CBT leverages the buffer tree data structure [16] as the store for compressed aggregate data. The CBT intelligently organizes the aggregate data into compressed buffers in memory such that data that is compressed together also tends to be accessed together. This allows the cost of decompression and compression to be amortized across all the data in the buffer. High compression efficiency is maintained by always compressing large buffers. This allows aggregation to be both extremely fast and memory-efficient.

Concretely,

- We introduce the Compressed Buffer Tree (CBT), a data structure for stand-alone, memory-efficient aggregation written in C++; the CBT seeks to reduce memory consumption through compression. To reduce the number of compression/decompression operations (for high performance), the CBT leverages the buffer tree data structure. The novelty of this work lies in two insights: (a) the buffer tree, originally designed to minimize I/O, can also be used to reduce the number of compression/decompression operations, and (b) the buffer tree can be used to support the GroupBy-Aggregate abstraction, hitherto only implemented using sorting or hashing [104, 55]. This abstraction is a building block for many data-processing models.

- The CBT includes optimizations to specifically improve aggregation performance (e.g. multi-buffering, pipelined execution) and reduce memory (e.g. serialization, column-wise compression), which were not the focus of the original buffer tree work.
• For stream-based workloads prevalent in fast analytics, the CBT uses 21-42% less memory than an aggregator based on Google’s sparsehash [54], a memory-efficient hashtable implementation, with up to 16% higher aggregation throughput. The CBT can also be used as a batch-mode aggregator. Compared to state-of-the-art batch-mode aggregators from the Phoenix++ [89] and Metis [79] MapReduce runtimes, the CBT uses 4× and 5× less memory, achieving 1.5-2× and 3-4× higher throughput, respectively. Our contribution can be viewed as either allowing existing aggregation workloads to use less memory, or accommodating larger workloads on the same hardware.

We organize the chapter as follows: the rationale behind the choice of the Buffer Tree is explained in Section 5.2. CBT design is detailed in Section 5.3 and implementation details and various optimizations are described in Section 5.4. Aggregator comparisons and an in-depth CBT factor analysis are presented in Section 5.5.

5.2 Aggregator Data Structures

In this section, we first discuss the applicability of the well-known External Memory (EM) model to compressed memory. Next, we explain why write-optimized data structures can be used to implement GroupBy-Aggregate. Finally, we explain the rationale behind the choice of the buffer tree as the basis for a memory-efficient aggregator.

5.2.1 The External Memory (EM) Model

The External Memory model [13] is a popular framework for the comparison of external data structures and algorithms. It models the memory hierarchy as consisting of two levels (e.g. DRAM and disk). The CPU is connected to the first level (sized $M$) which is connected, in turn, to a large second level. Both levels are organized in blocks of size $B$ and, transfers between levels happen in units of blocks. Note that
Table 5: External Memory (EM) Model analogs for compressed memory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>DRAM/Hard disk</th>
<th>Uncompressed/Compressed DRAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cache</td>
<td>DRAM</td>
<td>DRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk</td>
<td>Hard drive</td>
<td>Compressed DRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read</td>
<td>Page read</td>
<td>Block decompress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write</td>
<td>Page write</td>
<td>Block compress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>Page read/write</td>
<td>Block compress/decompress</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the model can be used to describe various combinations of levels: hardware last-level cache (LLC)/DRAM or DRAM/hard disk etc. In this section, we will use the (capitalized) terms Cache and Disk to indicate the two levels, and the terms Read and Write to indicate the movement of a block of data from Disk to Cache and Cache to Disk respectively.

5.2.2 EM Model for Compressed Memory

Our goal is to improve the memory efficiency of GroupBy-Aggregate by maintaining aggregate data in compressed form. Data access necessitates decompression, so the organization of data plays a critical role in determining the frequency of compression, which affects overall aggregation performance. Our first contribution is to study techniques for this organization of data in the EM model; the EM model models the memory hierarchy as consisting of two levels – Cache and Disk – that allow bulk transfers between the levels. More precisely, compressed memory is modeled as Disk and uncompressed memory as Cache. Therefore, a Read is a decompression operation and a Write is a compression operation. Table 5 shows the analogs for uncompressed/compressed memory compared to the conventional DRAM/disk hierarchy.

The EM model requires that data movement between Disk and Cache are in blocks of size B. For compressed memory, Figure 14 shows that compression efficiency is high only when moderately large blocks are compressed together. This holds true for many
Figure 14: Efficient compression requires large block sizes. Dataset used: Snapshot of Wikipedia compressed using Snappy [53] and LZO [4] compression libraries.

Table 6: Comparison of I/O costs for various data structures in the External Memory model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Structure</th>
<th>Reads per get</th>
<th>I/Os per insert</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B-Tree</td>
<td>$O(\log_B N)$</td>
<td>$O(\log_B N)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hashing [48]</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSM Tree [85]</td>
<td>$O(\log N \log_B N)$</td>
<td>$O(\frac{1}{B} \log N)^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLA [21]</td>
<td>$O(\log^2 N)$</td>
<td>$O(\frac{1}{B} \log N)^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer tree [16]</td>
<td>$O(\frac{1}{B} \log_M \frac{N}{B})^a$</td>
<td>$O(\frac{1}{B} \log_M \frac{N}{B})^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Append-to-file</td>
<td>$O(\frac{N}{B})$</td>
<td>$O(\frac{1}{B})^a$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aamortized

popular compression algorithms based on Lempel-Ziv techniques [107, 108], because these work by building a dictionary of frequently-occurring strings and encoding the strings with (the much shorter) references to the dictionary. Only large blocks allow long, repeating runs to be captured.

5.2.3 Data Structure Alternatives

Next, we discuss alternatives for a data structure for storing data on Disk. We consider data structures that support two operations: 1) \texttt{insert(key, value)} – insert the key, if absent, and associate the value with the key, and 2) \texttt{get(key)} – fetch the current value associated with the key. The performance of \texttt{insert} and \texttt{get} is measured in terms of I/Os required per operation. Previous work offers data structures that
provide a spectrum of tradeoffs between insert and get performance under the EM model. Table 6 summarizes these in increasing order of insert performance. In the table, $B$ is the block size for data movement between Disk and Cache (see §5.2.1), $M$ is the size of the Cache and $N$ is the number of unique keys.

At one end of the spectrum are B-trees and hashing [48]. Both methods provide low latency gets, but modify data on Disk in-place. This means that each insert operation requires one Read and one Write. At the other end are unordered log-structured stores (append-to-file in Table 6) such as the Log-Structured File System [91]. They are called unordered because they do not order keys in any way (e.g. sort) before Writing to Disk. Typically, a $B$-sized buffer in Cache is maintained and new key-value pairs copied into it. When full, it is Written to a log on Disk. This amortizes the cost of the Write across all key-value pairs in the block providing the optimal cost of $O(\frac{1}{B})$ Writes per insert. However, gets need to Read the entire log in the worst case.

Ordered log-structured stores form the middle of the spectrum. These buffer multiple key-value pairs in the Cache and order them before writing to Disk. Ordered log-structured stores offer much higher insert performance compared to in-place update structures like B-trees, and also provide the crucial advantage that key-value pairs with the same key tend to cluster together in the data structure allowing periodic merge operations to be performed efficiently. Examples of ordered log-structured stores include Log-Structured Merge (LSM) Trees [85], Cache-Oblivious Lookahead Arrays (COLA) [21] and buffer trees [16]. Similar to unordered stores, ordered stores amortize the cost of Writes across multiple key-value pair aggregations, but, unlike them, periodically merge records belonging to the same key.

LSM Trees maintain multiple B-Trees organized in levels with exponentially increasing size. When a tree at one level becomes full, it flushes to the tree at the next level. COLA are similar to LSM Trees, but use arrays instead of B-trees at each level.
for slightly slower reads. Both LSM Trees and COLA, with their emphasis on maintaining low latency for Reads, aim to serve as online data structures and are used as data stores in key-value databases [28]. The buffer tree has a slightly different goal. It targets applications that do not require low latency queries, and only provides good amortized query performance, as shown in Table 6. In return, buffer trees make better use of available Cache space, to improve on the insert performance of LSM Trees and COLA.

Briefly, the buffer tree maintains an \((a, b)\)-tree with each node augmented by a nearly Cache-sized buffer. Inserts and queries are simply copied into the root buffer. When any node fills up, it is emptied by pushing the contents of the node down to the next level of the tree. During the emptying process, multiple inserts with the same key can be coalesced.

We leave proofs regarding the performance bounds to related work. Having outlined the tradeoffs in insert and get performance, we look at what properties are required from a data structure to support GroupBy-Aggregate efficiently.

5.2.4 GroupBy-Aggregate in the EM Model

To understand the requirements of GroupBy-Aggregate, consider implementing GroupBy-Aggregate using a hashtable on Disk to store aggregate data. Recall that contents of the hashtable on Disk can only be accessed in blocks of size \(B\). To aggregate a new key-value pair \((k, v)\), the current value \(V_0\) associated with \(k\) (if any) must be fetched using a get; the value \(v\) is then aggregated with \(V_0\) to produce \(V_1\), and \((k, V_1)\) inserted. Thus, each aggregate requires a get and an insert. The problem is that if each key-value pair is much smaller than a block, the remaining data in the block that has been read is wasted. We term this type of read-modify-update aggregation as eager aggregation, since each new key-value is immediately aggregated into the current value.
An alternative is lazy aggregation, where up-to-date aggregates of all keys are not always maintained. Eager aggregation assumes the worst: that aggregated values for any keys may be required at any point during aggregation. In lazy aggregation, on the other hand, for a new key-value pair \((k,v)\) that has to be aggregated, aggregation is simply scheduled by inserting the pair. Of course, this requires a lazy aggregator to be finalized, where all scheduled-but-not-executed aggregations are performed, before the aggregated values can be accessed.

Lazy aggregation works well in scenarios where the accessing of aggregated values happens at well-defined intervals (e.g. MapReduce and databases where the aggregated results are only accessed at the end of the job and query respectively) or when the ratio of aggregations to accesses is high. For example, lazy aggregation works well for the following scenario: Find the top-100 retweeted tweets, updated every 30 seconds, by monitoring a stream of tweets; the incoming rate of all tweets is high, possibly millions per second, and the aggregated data which includes the top-100 tweets is only accessed once (therefore requiring a finalize) every 30 seconds.

To contrast the requirements of a lazy aggregator with an eager aggregator, it is immediately clear that, for the former, the get corresponding to accessing the current aggregated value can be avoided. Therefore, a data structure used to support a lazy aggregator only needs to support fast inserts. There is one other requirement: For fast finalization, the data structure must be ordered. To see why, consider the case of append-to-file from §5.2.3. Append-to-file (unordered log) supports very fast inserts, but at finalization time, the inserted values for a given key can be distributed over the entire log on Disk. To collect these, the entire log essentially has to be sorted, which leads to poor finalization performance. Instead, an ordered data structure clusters inserted values with the same key together, allowing periodic partial aggregation. This improves finalization performance. For example, for LSM and buffer trees, buffered values in the higher levels must only be flushed down to the
lowest level during finalization, which is significantly faster than sorting the entire log.

Taking these requirements into account, along with conclusions from §5.2.3, it is clear that buffer trees provide the solution we seek: low-cost inserts for fast scheduling of aggregation and ordering for efficient finalization. Using this insight, our data structure, the Compressed Buffer Tree (CBT), uses the buffer tree to organize aggregate data in compressed memory.

5.3 Compressed Buffer Trees

The CBT is a data structure for maintaining key-value pairs in compressed memory. It allows new key-value pairs to be inserted for aggregation; it merges inserted key-value pairs with existing key-value pairs in compressed memory while reducing the number of compression/decompression operations required. We adopt the CBT for use as a fast, memory-efficient aggregator of key-value pairs that can be used to implement a generic GroupBy-Aggregate operation. This aggregator can be used in a variety of data-processing runtimes including MapReduce and fast analytics systems.

5.3.1 Partial Aggregation Objects (PAOs)

The CBT uses a simple data structure called a Partial Aggregation Object (PAO) to represent intermediate partial results. Yu et al. [104] hint at a similar abstraction, but we make it explicit to help simplify the description of CBTs.

Prior to aggregation, each new key-value pair is represented using a PAO. During aggregation, PAOs accumulate partial results. PAOs also provide sufficient description of a partial aggregation such that two PAOs $p^q$ and $p^r$ with the same key can be merged to form a new PAO, $p^s$. Because different PAOs with the same key provide no guarantees on the order of aggregation, applications must have a merge function that is both commutative and associative. As an example, for a word-counting application, the two PAOs: $\langle \text{arge}, 2, f : \text{count}() \rangle$ and $\langle \text{arge}, 5, f : \text{count}() \rangle$, can be
merged since they share the same key “arge”, invoking the function associated with
the PAOs count(), and resulting in ⟨arge, 7, f : count⟩. The CBT is programmed
by the user by specifying the structure of the PAO (members and function).

5.3.2 The CBT API

The CBT API consists of two mutating operations: insert(PAO p) – schedule a
PAO for aggregation, and finalize() – produce final aggregate values for all keys.
Aggregated PAOs can then be read using an iterator, but random key lookups are
not currently supported (we briefly address this in Section 5.6).

5.3.3 CBT Operation

Like the buffer tree, the CBT uses an (a, b)-tree [61] with each node augmented by a
large memory buffer. An (a, b)-tree has all of its leaf nodes at the same depth and all
internal nodes have between a and b children, where $2a \leq b$. The entire CBT resides
in memory. We term all nodes except the root and leaf nodes “internal nodes.” The
root is uncompressed, and the buffers of all other nodes are compressed.

Inserting PAOs into the CBT  When a PAO is inserted into the CBT, the
tuple ⟨hash, size, serialized PAO⟩ is appended to the root node’s buffer; hash
is a hash of the key, and size is the size of the serialized PAO. We use the hash
value of the key, instead of the key itself, because string comparisons are expensive
(excessively so for long keys). Handling hash collisions is explained later. PAOs have
to be serialized into the root buffer because PAOs, in general, can contain pointers,
dynamic data structures such as C++ vectors etc., and since the eventual goal is to
compress the buffer, the PAOs have to serialized into a contiguous chunk of memory.
PAOs are copied into the root node until it becomes full. The procedure to empty a
full node (Algorithm 1) is summarized next.
# @param N Node which must be emptied
def empty(N):
    if N is the root:
        if N is a leaf:
            # When the tree has only one node,
            # it is both the root and a leaf
            splitRoot() # see Figure 15
        else:
            spillRoot() # see Figure 16
    else:
        if N is a leaf:
            splitLeaf() # see Figure 17
        else:
            spillNode() # see Figure 18

Algorithm 1: Emptying a node

Figure 15: Split process for a root node A: The root buffer is sorted and aggregated; the buffer is then split into two and each part compressed. One split is copied into a new node C. The new root P is created as the parent of A and C.

Figure 16: Spill process for root node P: The root buffer is sorted and aggregated; the buffer is then split into fragments according to hash ranges of children, and each fragment is compressed and copied into the respective children node.
Figure 17: Split process for leaf node $A$: The compressed fragments in $A$ are decompressed, merged (each is sorted), and divided into two splits. Both splits are compressed and one split copied into a new leaf node $C$.

**Emptying the Root Node** When the root becomes full, the PAOs in the root buffer are sorted by hash, using a fast radix sort since 32-bit hashes are being sorted. After sorting, since PAOs with the same key appear consecutively in the sorted buffer, an aggregation pass is performed. This aggregates all PAOs with a given key in the buffer into a single PAO for the key. The sorted, aggregated buffer is then handled in two possible ways: if the root is also a leaf (if the tree only contains one node), then it undergoes the split procedure (Figure 15), otherwise, it undergoes the spill procedure (Figure 16).

**Emptying Internal and Leaf Nodes** Each root spill copies compressed buffer fragments into its children. Any node can spill until one or more of its children becomes full. A full child must first be emptied, before the parent can spill again. Internal and leaf nodes consist of compressed buffer fragments. During emptying, these compressed fragments are first decompressed; since each decompressed fragment is already sorted, the fragments are then merged into a single buffer. During merging, PAOs with the same key are aggregated into a single PAO per key. If the node is a
Figure 18: Spill process for internal node $P$: The compressed fragments in $A$ are decompressed, merged (each is sorted), and split into fragments according to hash ranges of children. Each compressed fragment is copied into the respective child.

leaf, it is split (Figure 17), else spilled (Figure 18).

**Handling hash collisions** Ordering PAOs by hash values instead of the keys improves performance and reduces CPU use, but introduces the possibility of hash collisions. Suppose that we wished to aggregate a list of PAOs sorted by hash. In the event of no collisions, a single accumulator can be maintained and PAOs aggregated into it until the hash value changes. After this, the accumulator is written out to a separate aggregated list, and the process is repeated for the next set of PAOs.

Collisions occur rarely, but when they do they can cause PAOs for colliding keys to occur in interleaved fashion. For example, the following sequence (containing hashes, sizes and PAOs) could occur: \{h_a, s_1, (a, 1)\}, \{h_b, s_2, (b, 3)\}, \{h_a, s_3, (a, 2)\}, \{h_c, s_4, (c, 1)\}, where $a$ and $b$ collide, i.e., $h_a = h_b \neq h_c$. Collisions are handled by maintaining accumulators for all colliding keys, and aggregating PAOs into the appropriate accumulator until the hash value changes. For the above sequence, an accumulator for $a$ is first created, but since $h(a) = h(b)$, but $a \neq b$, a second accumulator is created for $b$. These accumulators are stored in separate hash table. The second PAO for key $a$ is
aggregated into key $a$’s accumulator. When the PAO for key $c$ is read, $h(c) \neq h(a)$, so both accumulators for $a$ and $b$ are written out to the aggregated list, and the process continues.

**Implementing finalize()**  Due to buffering, CBTs can have multiple PAOs for the same key buffered at different levels in the tree. When the final aggregated value is required, the CBT is finalized by performing a breadth-first traversal of the tree (starting from the root) and emptying each node using the procedure outlined in Algorithm 1. This causes all PAOs to be pushed down to the leaf nodes in the tree. At the end of this process, any possible duplicate PAOs would have been merged.

### 5.4 Implementation

We implement the CBT as a stand-alone aggregator in C++, allowing it to be integrated into different parallel-processing runtimes. The CBT can either be used as a library or as a service (uses ZeroMQ [6] for cross-language RPC). In either form, it can implement per-node aggregation in a distributed runtimes for MapReduce or stream-processing systems such as Muppet [68] or Storm.

#### 5.4.1 Performance Optimizations

**Asynchronous operations**  Core CBT operations such as compression, sorting, merging and emptying execute asynchronously. Queues are maintained for each of these operations and nodes are moved between queues. For example, when a non-root node is full, it is inserted into the decompression queue. After decompression, it is queued for merging, where its fragments are merged and aggregated. Finally, the node is queued for emptying. All movement of nodes between queues is by reference only, with no copying of buffers involved. Queues also track dependencies to avoid cases such as a parent node spilling into an emptying child node.
Scaling the number of workers  Structuring CBT operations as a pipeline of queues allows minimal synchronization during parallel execution (only required when adding/removing nodes from queues). Multi-core scaling is achieved by simply adding more worker threads per queue. We use a thread-pool for worker threads as work is bursty, especially for workloads with uniformly distributed keys where entire levels of nodes in the tree become full and empty within a short interval of time.

Multiple Root Buffers  PAOs are inserted into the CBT by an insertion thread. The insertion thread blocks when the root buffer becomes full and remains blocked until the buffer is emptied into the nodes in the next level. Overall performance depends significantly on minimizing the blocking time for the insertion thread. Using multiple buffers for the root allows insertion to continue while buffers are sorted and aggregated and wait to be emptied. The inserter blocks only when all buffers are full.

Scaling the number of trees  Due to the bursty nature of the work, a single tree, though multi-threaded, cannot utilize all CPUs on our node. Therefore, we use multiple CBTs, using hashes of the keys to partition PAOs between trees, such that any given key can occur only in one tree. We find it sufficient to restrict all threads belonging to one instance of the CBT to run on the same processor socket.

5.4.2 Memory Optimizations

Efficiency through Serialization  CBTs improve memory efficiency through compression. As discussed, being able to compress buffers requires that PAOs are serialized into the buffers. Serialization, in fact, also improves memory-efficiency by avoiding many sources of memory overhead that “live” objects require. For example, if an uncompressed in-memory hashtable is used to store the aggregators, there are many sources of overhead:

1. Pointers: Because an intermediate key-value pair is hashed by key, the hashtable
Figure 19: Memory overheads associated with in-memory, hash-based aggregation

implementation stores a pointer to the key, at a cost of 8B (64 bit).

2. Memory allocator: Both keys and values are allocated on the heap, incurring overhead from the user-space memory allocator because: (a) sizes are rounded up to multiples of 8B to prevent external fragmentation (e.g. jemalloc [47] has size classes 8, 16, 32, 48, ..., 128), (b) each allocation requires metadata; an allocator that handles small objects efficiently (e.g. jemalloc) reduces this overhead.

3. Hashtable implementation: unoccupied hashtable slots waste space to limit the load factor of the hashtable for performance. A memory-efficient implementation such as Sparsehash [54] minimizes this overhead and has a per-entry overhead of just 2.67 bits (at the cost of slightly slower inserts).

Consider the following example: a text dataset with $10^7$ unique words of length varying from 6 to 60 characters, distributed binomially ($p = 0.15$, implying a mean length of approx. 10). The intermediate key-value pair can be sized either for the longest word, if known in advance, or can allocate memory dynamically for each word as shown in Figures 19a and 19b respectively. Figure 19c shows the memory used per key-value pair to run word-count on the dataset for the latter representation.
The CBT always stores PAOs in efficient\(^1\) serialized form and avoids “live”-object overheads. “Live” PAOs also use C-style \texttt{struct}s instead of C++ objects to avoid virtual table overheads. Compared to hashtables, allocator overhead is minimal because memory is allocated for large buffers, both compressed and uncompressed (typical buffer sizes are hundreds of MB).

**Column-Specialized Compression** The CBT borrows the idea of organizing data by columns from column-store databases. This enables the use of specialized compression techniques to save memory. Recall that each buffer fragment in the CBT consists of tuples of the form \(\langle \text{hash}, \text{size}, \text{serialized PAO} \rangle\); storing tuples column-wise results in three columns, each of which is compressed separately. For example, in each buffer fragment, the hashes appear in sorted form; therefore, we use Delta-encoding to compress the column of hashes. Because many of the serialized PAOs are of similar size, we use Run-Length Encoding to compress the column of PAO sizes. For the column of actual PAOs, we use Snappy \([53]\), a general-purpose compressor, but allow the user to over-ride this with a custom compression algorithm.

### 5.5 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the CBT as an aggregator in streaming and batch modes and compare performance with uncompressed hashtable-based aggregators. Since the CBT trades off additional CPU use for memory savings, we introduce a cost model based on Amazon EC2 resource costs to study whether the saved memory is worth the cost of increased CPU consumption. Next, we perform a factor analysis to understand how CBT parameters and workload characteristics affect performance.

---

\(^1\)e.g. Google Protocol Buffers (protobufs) serializes integers as \texttt{varints} which take one or more bytes allowing smaller values to use fewer bytes instead of the usual 4B.
**Setup** The experiments use a 12-core server (two 2.66GHz six-core Intel X5650 processors) with 48GB of DDR3 RAM. Each processor has 32KB L1 caches, 256KB L2 caches and a 12MB L3 cache. The system runs Linux 2.6.32 with the gcc-4.4 compiler (with -O3 optimization). Each experiment is repeated 12 times and the mean of the last 10 runs is reported with error bars denoting the standard deviation. We use the *jemalloc* [47] memory allocator for all experiments. While *jemalloc* and *tcmalloc* [51] have good multi-threaded performance, the latter shows inflated memory usage as it does not return freed memory to the kernel. Unless specified, we use the CBT with compression enabled using the Snappy [53] general-purpose compressor; a buffer size of 30MB and a fan-out of 64 are also used.

5.5.1 Applications

Recall that user-defined aggregate functions are specified using PAOs (Section 5.3.1). Next, the applications used in the evaluation are described.

**Wordcount** In this application, we count the number of occurrences of each unique word. We use this application with a series of synthetic datasets to understand the characteristics of the different runtimes and aggregators. The synthetic datasets are characterized by the number of unique keys, a measure of how often the key appears—aggregatability (for an application, we define the *aggregatability* of the dataset as the ratio of the size of the dataset to the aggregated size of the dataset), the average length of the keys and the distribution of key lengths. These datasets use randomly-generated keys, which is the worst-case for compressibility.

**N-gram Statistics** An n-gram is a continuous sequence of *n* items from a sequence of text. N-gram counting is useful in applications such as machine translation [80], spelling correction [63] and text classification [27]. This application computes n-gram statistics on 30k ebooks downloaded from Project Gutenberg [7] for different values
of \( n \). Each PAO contains a key-value pair: the n-gram and a 32-bit count. Merging PAOs simply adds the count values. The popularity of words in English follows a Zipf distribution, and this application tests the ability of aggregators to handle workloads where the aggregatability and key length is non-uniform across keys.

**k-mer counting** Counting k-mers, which are substrings of length \( k \) in DNA sequence data, is an essential component of many methods in bioinformatics, including genome assembly and for error correction of sequence reads [81]. In this application we count k-mers (for \( k=25 \)) from Chromosomes 1 & 2 from human genomic DNA available at ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/H_sapiens. Each PAO consists of the k-mer as the key and a 32-bit count. Merging PAOs simply adds the count values, similar to n-gram. This application tests the ability of aggregators to handle datasets with a large number of unique keys. We use k-mer counting as a representative batch aggregation application.

**Nearest Neighbor** In this application, we detect similar images using the perceptual hashes [82] of 25 million images from the MIT Tiny Image dataset [100]. Perceptual hashes (PHs) of two images are close (as defined by a similarity metric like Hamming distance) if the images are perceptually similar according to the human visual response. Perceptual hashes are often used in duplicate detection.

This application consists of two MapReduce jobs: the first job clusters images that have the same PH prefix and the second job performs a brute-force nearest-neighbor search among these clusters. For the first job, a PAO consists of a PH-prefix as key and a list of (image ID, perceptual hash) tuples, which denote the images in that cluster, as value. Merging two PAOs with the same key combines their image lists. From an input image and its hash (e.g. A, 563), a PAO is created whose key is a prefix of the PH (e.g. 56) and whose value is the image's file name. Therefore, PAOs for images with the same prefix (e.g. 561, 567), which by definition
Figure 20: Comparison of various aggregators

are perceptually similar, can be merged by merging the file lists from the PAOs. This job has an expensive reduce function and large PAOs.

The second job generates all possible pairs of images from each cluster; the key is the image ID and the value is a (neighbor ID, distance) tuple. These are merged by choosing neighbors with the least distance.

---

2This basic method does not find images whose hashes are close by Hamming distance but differ in higher-order bits (e.g. 463 and 563). Therefore, we repeat the process after rotating the PH values for each image (635 and 634 share the same prefix). This works because the Hamming distance is invariant under rotations.
5.5.2 Comparison with Hashtable-based Aggregators

**Workload generator** To model a stream-based system, we use a multi-threaded workload generator that generates streams of application-specific PAOs that are inserted into the aggregator for grouping and aggregation. To generate the workload, the workload generator can either use an input dataset file or generate randomized data according to input parameters. We run the workload generator on the same machine as the aggregator and link the aggregator libraries into the workload generator. For all experiments, we find that using four generator threads is sufficient to saturate all aggregators.

The workload generator also periodically finalizes the aggregators. For hashtable-based aggregators, this has no effect since they always maintain up-to-date aggregated values for all keys. CBTs, however, can have multiple PAOs per key buffered, so finalization causes these to be merged to a single PAO per key.

**Hashtable-based Aggregators** For comparison with the CBT, we also implemented two other stand-alone hashtable-based aggregators: 1) SparseHash (SH), which permits only serial access but uses Google’s `sparse_hash_map`, an extremely memory-efficient hashtable implementation, and 2) ConcurrentHashTable (CHT), which allows concurrent access using the `concurrent_hash_map` from Intel’s Threading Building Blocks.

Unlike the CBT, which maintains intermediate key-value pairs in compact, serialized form before being compressed, SH and CHT maintain each (unique) intermediate key-value pair unserialized. We consider two representations for the intermediate key-value pairs: (a) statically sized, where the intermediate key-value pair is stored in-place in a statically-sized C++ `struct`, and (b) dynamically sized, which uses pointers. The former approach (called SH and CHT respectively) requires the `struct` to be sized to the largest key-value pair, but avoids heap allocation overheads,
whereas the latter approach (called SH-ptr and CHT-ptr respectively) allocates the exact amount of memory required for each intermediate key-value pair. For the CBT, we also show performance with compression disabled (BT).

A single instance of each aggregator uses a different amount of CPU (CBT uses approx. 4 cores, SparseHash is serial, and ConcurrentHashTable uses all 20 cores). For fair comparison, we use the same amount of CPU overall by using multiple instances for the CBT and SparseHash and partitioning the PAO stream between the instances (e.g. by using a hash function on the PAO key). Therefore, we use 5 instances of the CBT and 20 instances of SparseHash.

First, we compare the aggregators with finalization performed only once at the end of the input dataset. This is equivalent to batch-mode execution. Figure 20 shows these results, and we make the following observations: (a) For all applications, CBT consumes the least amount of memory; (b) the performance of BT is better than the alternatives (except for the application wordcount(uniform) which is a special case with words of exactly the same length); (c) BT always offers better throughput than CBT; (d) CBT consumes significantly less memory than BT if the dataset is compressible: the randomized text and ebook datasets are not highly compressible, but the k-mer and nearest-neighbor are. Many real-world datasets, such as URLs, DNA sequences etc., are compressible; finally, (e) for the hashtable-based aggregators, no intermediate key-value pair representation (static or dynamic) consistently outperforms the other.

As the frequency of finalization increases, hashtables remain unaffected, but CBT performance decreases. Figure 21 shows the effect of finalization frequency on degradation of aggregation performance for two applications: WordCount (Binomial) and 2-gram (Gutenberg). It can be seen that while frequent finalization (once every 5s) can lead to high degradation, more realistic inter-finalize intervals lead to between 10-20% of degradation in aggregation throughput.
Figure 21: Effect of time interval between finalize operations on aggregation throughput

Figure 22: Comparison of CPU use by SparseHash and CBT
Finally, intuitively, it seems that hashtable-based aggregators should always outperform CBTs, given that aggregation using CBTs entails compression, sorting, etc. However, especially for memory-efficient hashtables, the comparison is hard to intuit because aggregation using hashtables involves overheads not present in the CBT. Figure 22 shows the breakup of CPU use for operations involved in aggregation using both hashtables and CBTs. We use 20 instances of SparseHash and 4 instances of the CBT for aggregation resulting in equal total CPU use. For SparseHash, find_position finds an unassigned index in a closed hashtable, map consists of map-side processing (tokenizing of keys etc.), resize resizes the hashtable when full causing rehashing of keys, malloc totals overheads involving memory allocation, PAO mgmt. measures the overhead of creation of PAOs for insertion into hashtable, and PAO merge measures the merging of PAOs with the same key. For CBT, each bar refers to the respective operation performed on buffer fragments in CBT nodes.

For clarity, we briefly explain how SparseHash works: The hashtable is implemented as an array of fixed-sized “groups”. Each hashtable operation (e.g. insert, find) is passed on to the group responsible for the index returned by the hash of the key. Each group consists of a bitmap, that stores whether a particular index in the group is assigned or not, and a vector that stores values for assigned indices only. This allows the hashtable to use less memory (2.67 bits) for each entry, wasting little memory for unassigned indices. The savings in memory result in slower inserts, as indicated by the high CPU use of find_position. SparseHash uses quadratic probing for collision resolution; during an insert, multiple string comparisons might be performed along the probe sequence. Like other hashtables, SparseHash also requires resizing when the load factor (for a closed hashtable, the proportion of occupied indices) becomes too high. Sparsehash also incurs higher allocator overhead than regular hashtables, as unassigned indexes are not pre-allocated and have to be allocated on inserts.
### Table 7: Dataset parameters for applications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Unique keys ($\times 10^6$)</th>
<th>Avg. repeats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wordcount (uniform)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wordcount (binomial)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-gram (gutenberg)</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>80.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-mer (genomic)</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nn (25mil)</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 5.5.2.1 Cost model

Estimating the cost-benefit of using the CBT requires a cost model for the resources it consumes. The model must account for the total cost of operation including purchase and energy costs. Instead of synthesizing a model from component costs, inspired by an idea in a blog post [75], we analyze the publicly available pricing of different Amazon EC2 instances, which have varying amounts of CPU, memory and disk resources, to estimate the unit cost of each kind of resource as priced by Amazon as alluded to in Section 5.1. We describe the derivation next.

Let $A$ be an $m \times 3$ matrix with each row containing the number of units of CPU, memory and storage available in a type of instance. There is one row for each of the $m$ different types of EC2 instances (e.g. Standard Small, Hi-memory Large etc.). Let $b$ be an $m \times 1$ matrix representing the hourly rates of each kind of instance, and let $x = [c, m, d]^\top$ be the per-unit-resource rates for CPU, memory and disk respectively. Solving for $x$ in $A.x = b$ using a least squares solution that minimizes $\|b - A.x\|^2$ yields the per-unit-resource costs. Using prices from April 2012, this yields hourly costs of 1.51¢ per ECU (Elastic Compute Unit), 1.93¢ per GB of RAM and 0.018¢ per GB of storage. Table 8 shows the corresponding costs predicted by our model along with the benefits of using the CBT over its alternatives.
Table 8: Application costs using Amazon EC2 cost model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>CBT</th>
<th>BT</th>
<th>SH</th>
<th>SH-ptr</th>
<th>CHT</th>
<th>CHT-ptr</th>
<th>Savings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wordcount (uniform)</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>9.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wordcount (binomial)</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>32.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-gram (gutenberg)</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>35.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-mer (genomic)</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nn (25mil)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 23: Comparison of CBT with aggregators in Metis and Phoenix++

**Batch-mode comparison with MapReduce Aggregators** The CBT can also be used as a batch-mode aggregator. For comparison, we replace the default aggregator in the Metis [79] MapReduce framework, which uses a hash table with a B+ Tree in each entry to store intermediate data, with the CBT. We use a set of synthetic datasets with an increasing number of unique keys to compare the growth in memory of the independent aggregator pipeline with the partitioned aggregator pipeline.

The number of mappers (and aggregators) for (default) Metis and Phoenix++ is set to 24, which is equal to the number of logical cores on our system. Metis and Phoenix++ performance scales linearly up to 24 logical cores, and both systems are able to utilize all available cores. For Metis-CBT, we use only 5 instances of the CBT, with each instance configured with 16 worker threads, as this is able to saturate all cores on the system. Figure 23 shows that Metis with CBT outperforms Metis.
and Phoenix++, while requiring up to $5 \times$ and $4 \times$ less memory. In this experiment, all systems sort final results by count and display the top 5 words. The synthetic datasets consist of an increasing number of unique keys, with average key length 16B, and each key repeating 1000 times. Recall that simply compressing the hashtables used in Metis or Phoenix++ will not yield the same benefits, since each hashtable entry is typically too small to yield significant memory savings.

5.5.3 CBT Factor Analysis

In this section, we use microbenchmarks to evaluate the performance of the CBT for varying workload characteristics and the effect of different CBT parameters. We first evaluate the impact of CBT design features and configuration parameters on aggregation performance and memory consumption. Finally, we evaluate the effects of workload characteristics.

5.5.3.1 Design features

We analyze the performance of the CBT by considering its features in isolation. For each feature, we show its incremental impact on aggregation throughput and memory.
consumption in Figure 24. Gains/losses are relative to previous version and not to the baseline. For reference, the memory use and throughput of the SparseHash-dynamic (SH-ptr) aggregator is also shown. A synthetic dataset with 100 million unique keys, each repeating 10 times, with binomially $(p = 0.15)$ distributed key-lengths between 6 and 60B, is used.

The baseline CBT consists of a single instance of the CBT. It has 4 worker threads: one each for compression, sorting, aggregation and emptying. The basic CBT consumes about 50% less memory compared to SH-ptr. It avoids overheads associated with allocating small objects on the heap (by always allocating large buffers) and avoids storing pointers for each PAO (by serializing the PAO into the buffer) in addition to compression. Aggregation throughput of the baseline CBT is about 87% less than that of SH-ptr.

By increasing the number of worker threads to 16, CBT parallelism increases (overall CPU use increases $2.6\times$) and improves throughput by $1.5\times$. Due to the burstiness of the work generated by the CBT, adding more CBT instances allows full use of the multi-core platform. CPU use increases $3.5\times$, boosting aggregation throughput by $3.6\times$. Per-instance static overhead increases the memory use by $1.3\times$.

Using multiple root buffers ($n = 4$ in this case) allows insertion to continue even when the root is being emptied. “MultiRoot” increases throughput by nearly 21% at the cost of 11% additional memory (increasing the number of buffers beyond 4 did not increase performance enough to justify the increase in memory use). Finally, specialized compression for each column, “SpecComp”, which uses delta encoding for the hashes-column, run-length encoding for the sizes-column and Snappy for the PAOs, improves the effectiveness of compression, reducing memory use by a further 8%.

Next we consider how the performance and memory consumption of the CBT depend on system parameters such as the node buffer size and the tree fan-out.
5.5.3.2 CBT Parameters

**Variation with buffer size and fan-out of CBT**  Although the CBT avoids many overheads associated with hashtable-based aggregation, it incurs memory overhead when serialized PAOs with the same key occur at multiple levels of the tree as a result of lazy aggregation.

This overhead depends on certain CBT parameters: we provide intuition for the dependence of both memory consumption and aggregation performance on these parameters. Figure 25 shows heat-maps for memory use and aggregation throughput for variations in buffer size and fan-out of the tree. Darker colors imply lower memory overheads and higher aggregation performance respectively and vice versa.

In general, increasing buffer size increases aggregation performance, but also increases memory overhead. The reason for this is that larger buffers allow less frequent spilling (improving performance), but provide a greater opportunity for keys to repeat (increasing memory overhead).

The trend with fan-out is similar: increasing fan-outs decrease (colors lighten) memory overhead as well as aggregation throughput. This is because an increase in fan-out results in a decrease in the height of the tree. Shallower trees provide less opportunity for keys to repeat at different levels of the tree (decreasing memory overhead), but also lead to more frequent spilling (decreasing performance).

Therefore, adjusting the buffer size and fan out when configuring the CBT allows
the user to trade off throughput for memory efficiency, or vice versa, as desired.

**Scalability** Figure 26 shows how the memory use and throughput of the CBT scales with an increasing number of worker threads (left), and by partitioning keys across an increasing number of trees (right). In the rightmost graph, each tree uses 16 worker threads. The striking throughput improvement from using multiple trees arises because they help smooth out the otherwise extremely-bursty workload imposed upon the CBT; without additional trees, the CBT alternates between periods of idle and periods of maximum CPU use. With the additional trees, the cores are occupied nearly full-time. Partitioning keys across more trees adds additional root buffers, increasing memory use modestly.

### 5.5.3.3 Workload Properties

Here we evaluate how workload properties affect the performance of the CBT. We consider the number of unique keys, the aggregatability (for wordcount in the following experiments), the size of the PAO, and distribution of key length. Figure 27 shows the per-key memory consumption and aggregation throughput.
**Aggregated data size** We use synthetic datasets with an increasing number of unique keys while holding other properties constant. Figure 27 shows that the static memory use of the CBT causes per-key use to be high for (relatively) small number of keys, but this cost gets amortized with increasing number of unique keys.

**Aggregatability** We examine memory efficiency as a function of increasing aggregatability by using a progressively larger number of total keys with a fixed number of unique keys. With hashtable-based aggregation, increased aggregatability does not require more memory since a single PAO is maintained per key (and wordcount’s PAOs do not grow with aggregation). Figure 27 shows that even for a CBT, despite buffering, per-key memory use does not increase with aggregatability.

**PAO size** Datasets with increasing key size are used, with the rest of the parameters remaining constant. The per-key memory use increases with increasing key-size, as expected. While the throughput appears to drop with increasing key-size in Figure 27, the throughput in terms of MB/s shown above the bars, does not share this trend.

**Key length distribution** We use datasets with 100 million unique keys, each occurring 10 times, with varying distributions on key length: uniform, binomial and Zipf; the average length of each word is around 10B. The throughput for binomial
and Zipf are similar, with uniform being marginally higher owing to better cache use (each cache line fits 4 serialized PAOs) which improves performance during sorting and aggregation.

5.6 Conclusion

This chapter introduced the design and implementation of a new structure for memory-efficient, high-throughput aggregation: the Compressed Buffer Tree (CBT). The CBT is a stand-alone aggregator that can be used in different data-parallel frameworks. Our evaluation results show that when used as an aggregator for streaming data, the CBT uses up to 42% less memory than an aggregator based on Google SparseHash, an extremely memory-efficient hashtable implementation, while achieving equal or better throughput. CBTs can also be used in MapReduce runtimes. Substituting the default aggregator in the Metis MapReduce framework with the CBT, enables it to operate using 4-5x less memory and run 1.5-4x faster than default Metis and Phoenix++, another modern in-memory MapReduce implementation.

The primary goal of the CBT is to allow efficient aggregation on compressed data. Hashtables offer the read-modify-update paradigm for aggregation where up-to-date aggregates are always maintained for all keys. This paradigm makes it nearly impossible to keep data compressed since it may be accessed at any time. The CBT is built on the realization that aggregation need not be eager and aggregates can be lazily computed. With this relaxation, the CBT maintains aggregate data in compressed form (increasing memory efficiency), and limits the number of decompression and compression operations (increasing aggregation throughput).
CHAPTER VI

EXTERNAL, LAZY AGGREGATION USING THE WB TREE

In the past decade, performing real-time analytics on large, continuously-updated datasets has become essential. This chapter focuses on a variant of GroupBy-Aggregate, where the memory available on each node in the cluster is insufficient to store the aggregate data on that node. In Chapter 5, we have shown how memory-efficient data structures increase the amount of data that can be aggregated on a single node. However, for large datasets, it may be necessary to offload aggregate state to secondary storage. In this chapter, we demonstrate how the WriteBuffer (WB) Tree, presented in Chapter 3, can be used to implement a high performance external aggregator.

6.1 Introduction

The requirements of an external aggregator are: (a) fast, incremental aggregation, (b) efficient access to aggregate state. We briefly discuss these requirements next: For high-throughput aggregation, the aggregator must perform I/O efficiently. For example, an external sort-based aggregator is more likely to use a variant of merge sort rather than insertion sort, because the former performs bulk I/O instead of inefficient, random I/O. The aggregator must also support incremental aggregation efficiently. To incorporate new, arriving records into the aggregate corpus, a sort-based aggregator, for example, requires the entire corpus to be merged with the new data. A hash-based aggregator, on the other hand, allows only the new keys to be updated. Finally, the aggregator must support access to aggregate data at any time.
External Sorting and Hybrid Hashing  When available memory is insufficient to perform aggregation, two methods have previously been used [55] for batch aggregation: (1) external sorting, and (2) hybrid hashing. In the case of sorting, the input data is first written to disk as sorted runs; next, these sorted runs are merged into progressively larger runs until a single, sorted run remains, which is the output.

In the case of hashing, a method similar to the hybrid hash-join [43] is used. In this method, the input is partitioned into $F$ partitions. Each partition is uses a separate hashtable in memory for aggregation. If a memory overflow occurs, one of the partitions is written to disk. Each time an overflow occurs, another partition is written to disk (all $F$ partitions may eventually be written to disk). The number of disk partitions is typically chosen such that each partition may be expected to fit in memory [43]. If one of the partitions is larger than the memory available, then this partition must be further partitioned recursively. This method is used by recent systems like One Pass MapReduce [69].

External sorting and hybrid hashing work well if the data has to be aggregated
in a batch. But *incremental aggregation* is inefficient, as the entire aggregate state, along with the new records, has to either be sorted and aggregated or run through an additional hybrid-hashing pass. This is similar to the problem that motivated the creation of Percolator [87]; in that case, recall that the authors propose techniques to incorporate newly crawled webpages into the web-index without having to rebuild the entire index. Another problem with external sorting and hybrid hashing is that these methods do not permit access to partially-aggregated data when an aggregation pass is in progress.

A possible solution is to use a disk-based data structure to store accumulators for each key. For example, an external hashtable [48], or B+ Tree can be used. Aggregation could then performed using a read-modify-write approach, where the current accumulator for a given key is read into memory, the new record aggregated into the accumulator, and the accumulator written back to disk. Clearly, this approach will suffer from poor performance as each aggregate operation requires two I/Os.

### 6.3 Solution: Use Write-Optimized Data Structures

To solve the problem of poor aggregation performance, we recognize that aggregation performance essentially depends on the write performance of the data structure (this was also the case with the Compressed Buffer Tree (CBT) in Chapter 5). The data structure for aggregate data can be viewed as a black box into which records meant to be aggregated are inserted. The mechanism of aggregation (e.g. eager or lazy aggregation) is internal to the black box. As before, we also require that records that have the same key “cluster together” in the data structure for fast finalization (finalization is the process that enforces that there is only one record per key in the data structure). While a purely log-based data structure provides extremely high write performance, finalization is inefficient.

As shown in Chapter 3, the WB Tree is a data structure that satisfies both
constraints. For external aggregation, the WriteBuffer (WB) Tree is used to store partially-aggregated data. Instead of performing collapsing as explained in Section 3.3.1, where two records with the same key are replaced by the newer record, this process is modified to perform an aggregation pass. A merge function is registered before-hand with the aggregator, and is invoked on pairs of records with the same key, and the result is written in place.

6.3.1 Supporting Random Access

The WB Tree supports random access, but only tracks the last inserted record for each key. In the case of aggregation, the aggregate value computed from all inserted records is required. To support this, we make a simple modification to the WB Tree: Recall that in the original WB Tree, during a GET, the nodes along some root-leaf path (depending on the queried key) in the tree are searched. Each list in each of these nodes is searched. The search continues until either the queried key is found along the path or the last level in the leaf returns a negative. To allow the tree to act as an aggregator, instead of stopping the search at the first occurrence of the key, all the levels in the tree are searched. All records for the key found are then aggregated on-the-fly and the computed result returned.

6.4 Evaluation

This section compares the WB Tree-based aggregator with an external sort-based aggregator that uses Nsort [83]; Nsort is a highly-optimized sorter used by winners in many categories of the Sort Benchmark [8]. The sort-based aggregator only supports efficient batch aggregation. We also compare the WB Tree-based aggregator to a external hashtable-based aggregator using Kyoto Cabinet [66]’s HashDB, which is a disk-based hashtable that uses chaining to resolve collisions.

The experiments use a 12-core server (two 2.66GHz six-core Intel X5650 processors) with 12GB of DDR3 RAM. The disk used is an Intel 520 SSD. We report the
median of three runs of each experiment. We use the jemalloc [47] memory allocator for all experiments. We use bulk interfaces for insertion.

6.4.1 Tuning

**WB Tree** We use a fan-out of 256 and node size of 600MB. As explained in §3.4.3, using relatively high fan-outs and node sizes favors INSERT performance, and therefore, aggregation throughput.

**Kyoto HashDB** For HashDB, we disable compression; we enable TLINEAR option (uses linked lists instead of binary trees for collision chaining) to reduce the memory footprint of each record. The number of hash buckets is set to greater than the number of unique keys in our benchmarks (to keep the load factor low and eliminate possible rehashing). Finally, as recommended [66], 6GB is allocated to the internal memory-mapped region.

6.4.2 Datasets

The Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) [37] tool is used to generate workload traces, which are replayed in a light-weight workload generator. The dataset used is denoted as \((U, R, e, S)\) where \(U\) is the number of unique keys, \(R\) is the average number of repeats for each key, \(e\) is the record size and \(S\) is the total size of the dataset. We use uniformly distributed data for experiments. The datasets used are: \(D_1\) (red): \((10^8, 20, 16B, 21GB)\), \(D_2\) (blue): \((2.5 \times 10^8, 20, 16B, 21GB)\), and \(D_3\) (green): \((5 \times 10^8, 4, 16B, 21GB)\) and \(D_4\) (black): \((10^9, 2, 16B, 21GB)\).

6.4.3 Aggregation Throughput

In this experiment, we compare the aggregation throughput of different aggregators. Recall that only WB Tree and the external hashtable support incremental aggregation.
Figure 29: Comparison of batch aggregation throughput

efficiently. Sort-based aggregation is fast when all records are available before-hand. The following may be concluded from Figure 29:

- Using HashDB (and other in-place modify structures) to store accumulators and aggregating eagerly using a read-modify-write approach leads to poor aggregation throughput due to random I/Os.

- WB Tree-based aggregation achieves about 75% the performance of sort-based aggregation, but the latter does not support incremental aggregation.

6.4.4 Query Throughput

Because they are batch aggregators, sort-based aggregators also do not allow partially aggregated values to be queried while aggregation is underway. However, both HashDB and the WB Tree, which performs some aggregation on-the-fly, support random queries. Some important observations can be made from Figure 30:

- HashDB provides excellent query throughput compared to the WB Tree, because HashDB always maintains up-to-date aggregates for all keys. The WB Tree, instead, performs some aggregation on-the-fly.
• The throughput of HashDB decreases with an increase in the size of the hashtable, due to a lower number of hits in the page cache.

• The throughput of WB Tree decreases with an increase in the repeat factor, because higher repeat factors increase the potential amount of on-the-fly aggregation.

6.5 Conclusion

This chapter describes how the WriteBuffer (WB) Tree, introduced in Chapter 3, can be modified to serve as a high-throughput external aggregator. Stand-alone aggregators, when used in fast analytics runtimes, are required to support fast, incremental aggregation, along with random access to the currently aggregated values for all keys. Existing solutions are either designed for batch aggregation (i.e., incremental aggregation is inefficient and random access not supported when aggregation is underway) or support incremental aggregation at the cost of a loss in aggregation throughput. The WB Tree solves this problem by supporting incremental aggregation at nearly 75% the throughput of high-performance batch aggregators.
CHAPTER VII

RELATED WORK

We first discuss related work in write-optimized data structures in Section 7.1, which may be used to design high throughput aggregations structures as well as improve the write performance of key-value stores. Next, we discuss approaches to improve read performance in key-value stores in Section 7.2. Finally, in Section 7.3, we discuss previous approaches to GroupBy-Aggregate implementations.

7.1 Write-Optimized Stores

A wide range of data structures have been proposed for use in key-value stores. The External Memory model [13] is a popular framework for the comparison of external data structures. It models the memory hierarchy as consisting of two levels (e.g. DRAM and disk). The CPU is connected to the first level (sized $M$) which is connected, in turn, to a large second level. Both levels are organized in blocks of size $B$ and, transfers between levels happen in units of blocks. Various data structures can be viewed on a spectrum of read-write tradeoffs.

At one end of the spectrum are B-trees and external hashtables [48]. Both methods provide low latency reads, but modify data on disk in-place. This means that each write operation requires two I/Os. At the other end are unordered log-structured stores such as the Log-Structured File System [91] and FAWNDS [15]. They are called unordered because they do not order keys in any way (e.g. sort) before writing to disk. Typically, a buffer is maintained in memory and newly inserted key-value pairs are copied into it. When full, it is written to a log on disk. This amortizes the cost of the write across all key-value pairs in the block providing the optimal cost of $O(\frac{1}{B})$ I/Os per insert. However, gets need to read the entire log in the worst case.
Ordered log-structured stores form the middle of the spectrum. These buffer multiple key-value pairs in memory and order them before writing to disk. Ordered log-structured stores offer much higher insert performance compared to in-place update structures like B-trees, and also provide the crucial advantage that key-value pairs with the same key tend to cluster together in the data structure allowing periodic merge operations to be performed efficiently. Examples of ordered log-structured stores include Log-Structured Merge (LSM) Trees [85], Cache-Oblivious Lookahead Arrays (COLA) [21] and buffer trees [16]. Similar to unordered stores, ordered stores amortize the cost of disk writes across multiple key-value pair inserts, but, unlike them, periodically merge records belonging to the same key.

LSM Trees maintain multiple B-Trees (components) organized in levels with exponentially increasing size. When a tree at one level becomes full, it flushes to the tree at the next level. COLA are similar to LSM Trees, but use arrays instead of B-trees at each level for slightly slower reads. Both LSM Trees and COLA, with their emphasis on maintaining low latency for gets, aim to serve as online data structures and are used as data stores in key-value databases [28]. Many real-world systems including BigTable [28], bLSM [94], LevelDB [52], HBase [1] are variants of the LSM tree. BigTable writes sorted runs to disk as minor compactions and periodically performs a major compaction by merging multiple sorted runs and rewriting them as a single sorted run. This technique is also used by HBase and Cassandra (pre 1.0). FD-Trees are LSM Trees that optimize for SSDs [71] by noting that writes with good locality have similar performance as sequential writes.

The Sorted Array Merge Tree (SAMT), used in GTSSL [97], uses exponentially-sized levels and writes multiple possibly-overlapping ranges from one component to the next before having to perform a compaction. The SAMT has asymptotically faster writes than LSM Trees. GTSSL develops techniques to adapt to changing read-write ratios and adapting to hybrid disk-flash systems.
The buffer tree has a slightly different goal. It targets applications that do not require low latency queries, and only provides good amortized query performance, as shown in Table 6. In return, buffer trees make better use of available memory, to improve on the insert performance of LSM Trees and COLA. Briefly, the buffer tree maintains an \((a,b)\)-tree with each node augmented by a memory-sized buffer. Inserts and queries are simply copied into the root buffer. When any node fills up, it is emptied by pushing the contents of the node down to the next level of the tree. During the emptying process, multiple inserts with the same key can be coalesced.

The WriteBuffer (WB) Tree is an ordered key-value store in the sense that buffered records in memory are ordered before being spilled to disk and records with the same key will eventually merge. However, the WB-Tree is a hash-ordered store, and not a key-ordered store. We clarify this, as ordered is sometimes conflated with key-ordered in the literature. The WB Tree is closest to buffer trees, but differs from them by buffering only writes, and not read requests. Moreover, WB Trees introduce the idea of fast-splitting for faster writes.

Many key-value stores either implicitly (e.g. cached layers of a B+ Tree) or explicitly (e.g., HashCache [18], bLSM [94]) use a memory-based index to improve read performance. Reducing the memory consumed by the index has been a focus in recent work. SILT [72] is a multi-store key-value store that focuses on memory-efficiency of the index and read performance. It uses three different key-value stores with varying memory efficiency and write-friendliness and moves input data between them, and achieves a lower memory use per key and I/Os required per read compared to other SSD-based key-value stores such as SkimpyStash [40], BufferHash [14] and HashCache [18].
7.2 Read Performance

B+-Trees and disk-based hashtables typically offer the best read performance. By using high fan-outs, which results in a large proportion of nodes being leaves, B+-Trees cache higher levels of the tree in memory allowing them to perform reads with a single I/O.

Since LSM Trees consist of multiple memory and disk-based components, each component may have to be checked during a read. To improve performance, datastores typically (a) cache frequently accessed data in memory, (b) protect components with Bloom filter to prevent wasteful accesses (e.g. LevelDB, Cassandra, bLSM), or (c) use fractional cascading [31], where partial results from searching one component are used to speed up searching following components (e.g. Cache-Oblivious Lookahead Arrays (COLA) [21]).

Multi-level data structures, such as the LSM Tree, can use additional indexes that map each stored key to the level in the tree that stores the key. This index can be implemented using hashtables, but even a memory-efficient hashtable like Sparsehash [54] is space-inefficient for this function as it has to store entire keys in memory (for collision resolution). Read requests in the WB Tree are handled similar to an LSM Tree by sequentially checking each possible location, and protecting each location with a Bloom filter to avoid wasteful I/Os.

SILT [72] includes an immutable index that uses minimal perfect hashing that maps $n$ keys to the consecutive integers $0 \ldots n - 1$ with no collisions; this does not require the keys to be present in memory for non-mutating accesses. However, for dynamic perfect hashing, keys are required to be present in memory to allow rehashing parts of the hashtable in case of inserts that may cause collisions [44]. The WB Tree, instead, constructs the List-Selection index by using Bloom filters to protect each list. We do not use memory-efficient indexes from SILT in the WB Tree as these are read-only, and rebuilding costs impacts write throughput.
7.3 GroupBy-Aggregate

7.3.1 Aggregation in Databases

Graefe [55] and Chaudhuri [30] survey sort and hash-based aggregation in database queries and propose a number of techniques:

- When possible, use hashing to organize the aggregation columns in memory, storing one aggregate value for each hash entry.

- When memory is insufficient, the use of sorting or hybrid hashing [43] is recommended, which then allows aggregation in a single sequential pass.

SQL GROUP BY and aggregate operators produce zero or one-dimensional aggregates; The CUBE SQL operator was proposed as an $N$-dimensional generalization of GroupBy-Aggregate by Gray et al. [57]. The operator treats each of the $N$ aggregation attributes as a dimension in $N$-space. Sort and hash-based methods for efficiently implementing the Cube are also discussed. Iceberg-CUBE extended the CUBE operation to include user-specified condition to filter out groups [24].

Kotidis et al. propose R-trees to support Cube operations with storage reduction and faster updates [65]. Similar to our work, the authors focus on using bulk, incremental updates, contending that neither record-at-a-time updates nor re-computation of the Cube are viable alternatives.

There is also a significant amount of previous work in online aggregation in databases [60] that returns early results and on-the-fly modification of queries. Database systems can be dichotomized into Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) systems and Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) systems [34]. OLTP systems primarily store operational data with high integrity and support relatively simple queries, while OLAP systems support complex queries, involving aggregations, with interactive performance on large quantities of data. This involves maintaining auxiliary data
including join and bitmap-indices to speed up processing. Even within OLAP systems, Relational OLAP (ROLAP) systems attempt to further speed up aggregations by storing pre-computed aggregates in summary tables [92].

7.3.2 Aggregation in Batch-Processing Systems

Yu et al. [104] discuss the generality of the GroupBy-Aggregate operation across a range of batch-processing programming models including MapReduce, Dryad [62] and parallel databases.

MapReduce [39] and Hadoop [2] use sort-based aggregation. Other work that has considered the optimization of the aggregator include Tenzing [29], a SQL query execution engine based on MapReduce that uses hashtables to support SQL aggregation operations, and One-pass MapReduce [69]. Phoenix++ and its predecessors [99, 89], Metis [79], Tiled-MapReduce [32] and MATE [64] are shared-memory MapReduce implementations that also focus on the design of aggregation data structures.

7.3.3 Incremental Aggregation in Stream-Processing Systems

Several proposed modifications [45, 105] to MapReduce allow incremental aggregation by allowing read access to existing aggregate state while mapping new data. For example, to implement pagerank, the current pageranks of pages in the index can be accessed randomly while mapping newly-crawled pages that link to existing pages. CBP [76] and Comet [59] also provide bulk incremental processing by periodically executing MapReduce jobs on new data. MapReduce Online [35] allows application stages to be pipelined, and allows incremental aggregation.

Stream-processing systems are designed to support continuous queries on streams of input data, such as monitoring data. Pioneering streaming systems such as Aurora [11], Borealis [10], STREAM [17], and SPADE [50] include primitives for supporting grouping and aggregation of events. For example, SPADE includes aggregation operators to compute moving averages over event data.
Among recent stream-processing systems, Spark Streaming [106] allows computing aggregates (e.g. averages) over sliding windows. Muppet [68], which provides a MapReduce-like interface to operate on streams, and Twitter’s Storm [9], also support interactive queries by pre-computing aggregates. These systems allow fully user-defined aggregate functions to be set up as aggregators that are updated in near real-time with input data streams.

7.4 Compression for Memory Efficiency

Although the CBT applies conventional compression techniques to save memory, the grouping and aggregation occurs on decompressed data. A natural alternative to this approach is to use specialized compressed data structures which allow specific operations to be performed on compressed data. This study of compressed or succinct data structures is advancing rapidly; for example, both Grossi et al. and Välimäki et al. show how compressed suffix trees help in practice for real-world problems by reducing memory use [58, 102]. While we believe this is a promising approach, to our knowledge, no compressed data structure provides a suitable interface to implement a generic GroupBy-Aggregate operation.

There is a significant body of work involving compression in databases. Chen et al. compress the contents of databases, and derive optimal plans for queries involving compressed attributes [33], and Li et al. consider aggregation algorithms in a compressed Multi-dimensional OLAP databases [70]. Rose [93] is a database storage engine that uses LSM Trees; Rose uses compression to reduce the amount of sequential I/O required by LSM Tree merges. The Compressed Buffer Tree (CBT) uses compression in a similar manner to reduce the memory consumption of the in-memory aggregator.

**Memory Compression**  A number of previous approaches integrate compression into the memory hierarchy in a manner that is transparent to applications [12].
Among software-only approaches, swap compression [90] involves setting aside a partition in the main memory to store evicted pages in compressed form and gain performance by avoiding reads from storage. The CBT is similar to these approaches in the sense that it saves memory by storing memory contents in compressed form, transparently to (in our case, MapReduce) applications. The CBT can benefit from hardware support for memory compression if available.
8.1 Conclusion

This dissertation has demonstrated that buffering is a powerful technique that can be used to construct write-optimized key-value stores and resource-efficient aggregators. The rapid growth in popularity of fast analytics systems places unique demands on components, such as key-value stores and aggregators, used to compose these systems.

Existing designs for key-value stores, optimizing for WORM (Write Once Read Many) workloads, focus primarily on read performance (i.e., low latency and high read throughput). For key-value stores that use single-node stores based on in-place-update data structures such as the B-Tree, write performance is limited by the random I/O throughput. For this reason, single-node stores are typically based on variants of write-optimized data structures such as the LSM Tree or Cache-Oblivious Lookahead Arrays (COLA). Even for these data structures, write throughput is limited by the need to perform expensive compactions. The WB Tree replaces compactions with cheaper spill and split primitives, providing up to 30\times higher write performance compared to LSM Trees, while providing similar read performance.

State-of-the-art aggregators rely on hash or sort-based aggregation. This results in two problems: (a) hashtables are memory-inefficient, and (b) when the available memory is insufficient, the respective methods to overflow to disk (i.e., using external sorting and hybrid hashing) are unsuitable for incremental aggregation. For in-memory aggregation, the Compressed Buffer Tree (CBT) data structure provides up to 50% higher aggregation throughput while requiring between 21-42% less memory.
8.2 Future Work

In addition to future work discussed in Chapters 3 and 5, we briefly discuss some other applications for the techniques described in this dissertation.

8.3 Evolving Memory Hierarchies

Stacked DRAM  Die-stacking is an emerging technology that promises to provide high-bandwidth and low-latency memory access, providing relief from the “memory wall” problem. However, not all of main memory can be practically provided by stacked DRAM, leading to a heterogeneous memory space consisting of both on-chip stacked DRAM and conventional off-chip DRAM [77]. We believe that techniques for memory-efficient indexes explored here will prove useful.

Non-volatile memories  Further, non-volatile memories, such as Phase Change Memory (PCM), are a promising solution to insufficient DRAM capacities that possess unique characteristics such as non-volatility, fast random read access, and improved lifetimes compared to NAND flash. Since PCM devices exhibit asymmetry in read and write performance (reads latencies are similar to DRAM, while writes are slower), structures such as the WB Tree which batch writes, while allowing random read access, can be leveraged to exploit the capabilities of PCM in analytics software stacks. The ability to move data from DRAM to PCM in a log-structured fashion, as performed by write-optimized data structures, enables the masking of individually slower writes, and also enables wear-leveling.

8.4 Accelerating GroupBy-Aggregate

An important idea in this work is that I/O-efficient data structures are useful technique for transferring data in memory hierarchies. This is especially true for hierarchies that can be modeled using the external model of Aggarwal and Vitter [13].
Based on initial results, we believe that this technique is also applicable to offloading GroupBy-Aggregate execution to accelerators.

Offloading GroupBy-Aggregate to the GPU is challenging for two reasons: (1) GPU execution works best on large blocks, but the intermediate key-value pairs are usually quite small; (2) naive batching of intermediate key-value pairs could result in a large number of transfers to and from the GPU leading to unacceptably high overhead. Using write-optimized data structures, such as the buffer tree, solves the problem because they enable batching of intermediate key-value pairs during copying of data between GPU and CPU memory. This cost of data movement is analogous to reading and writing buffers to disk in the setting of external data structures.

8.5 Multi-dimensional GroupBy-Aggregate

In this dissertation, we show how write-optimized data structures can be used to fast and efficient GroupBy-Aggregate. We believe that a promising future direction would be extend our results for multi-dimensional GroupBy-Aggregate. Spatial data structures to support the CUBE SQL operator [57], which is $d$-dimensional GroupBy-Aggregate, remains an active area of research [38], but to our knowledge, the application of buffered variants of these data structures, or other multi-dimensional write-optimized data structures has not been explored.
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